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INTRODUCTION

In a country where the depression rate is ten times higher today than it was in 1960, lawyers sit at the unenviable zenith of depressed professionals. Of all professionals in the United States, lawyers suffer from the highest rate of depression after adjusting for socio-demographic factors, and they are 3.6 times more likely to suffer from major depressive disorder than the rest of the employed population. Lawyers are also at a greater risk for heart disease, alcoholism and drug use than the general population. In one sample of practicing lawyers, researchers found that 70% were likely to develop alcohol-related problems over the course of their lifetime, compared to just 13.7% of the general population; of these same lawyers, 20% to 35% were “clinically distressed,” as opposed to only 2% of the general population. With such disproportionate levels of unhappiness, it is not surprising that the profession itself is suffering. Alcoholism or chemical dependency is the cause of the majority of lawyer discipline cases in the United States, and a growing disaffection with the practice of law pushes 40,000 lawyers to leave the profession every year.

Unfortunately, these problems afflict not only practicing lawyers, but law students as well. While there has been less research on law students than on lawyers, a growing body of literature shows that they too exhibit signs of psychological distress, including elevated levels of depression, stress, and anxiety.
anxiety. One study found that 44% of law students meet the criteria for clinically significant levels of psychological distress. Law students also report significantly higher levels of alcohol and drug use than college and high school graduates of the same age, and their alcohol use increases between their second and third year of law school. Moreover, these problems seem unique to law students and are not generalizable to other overworked populations of graduate students. For instance, one study showed that compared to medical students in a similarly demanding academic situation, law students have significantly higher levels of stress, stress symptoms, and alcohol abuse.

Contrary to the popular belief that life settles down after the first year of law school, student stress levels appear to increase as the years pass, and levels of depression and anxiety are still significantly elevated two years after graduation. We also know that the problems law students suffer are tied directly to the law school experience. Before they enter law school, students show no signs of elevated psychological distress compared to the general population, but just six months into school, their negative symptom levels increase dramatically. The research seems to suggest that law school is to blame for the alarmingly elevated levels of student distress.


10. See Hess, supra note 8, at 79; Murdoch, supra note 9, at 95-97.


13. Benjamin et al., supra note 8, at 245.

14. Id. at 240.

15. David R. Culp, Law School: A Mortuary for Poets and Moral Reason, 16 CAMPBELL L. REV. 61 (1994); Daicoff, supra note 8, at 1380; Barbara Glesner Fines, Competition and the Curve.
Law students themselves are becoming aware of how widespread the problem is. The Law Student Division of the American Bar Association recently initiated a Law Student Mental Health Initiative, and it has designated March 27 as “National Mental Health Day” at law schools across the country. The Chair of the Law Student Division has urged law schools “to sponsor educational programs and events that teach and foster breaking the stigma associated with severe depression and anxiety amongst law students and lawyers.” The Association of American Law Schools (AALS) has begun to recognize the importance of these issues as well. In 2006, AALS created a new section, the Section on Balance in Legal Education, to address mental health concerns; this Section presented a program on law student well-being at the most recent AALS Annual Meeting.

Psychologists, lawyers, and scholars have suggested many different ways law school could be a causal factor in student unhappiness. Some researchers have focused on the fierce competition for grades and the singular emphasis on achievement. Researchers also cite the use of the Socratic method in the classroom and the faculty’s emphasis on linear thinking at the expense of student creativity and personal values. Others have found that law school fosters certain personality traits in its students that can lead to unhappiness, such as defensiveness and pessimism. Finally, studies have shown that as the school year progresses, students’ intrinsic motivation decreases, as does their contact with social support networks.

Given the growing body of literature on law student distress, how have law
schools responded? For the most part, they have evinced an awareness of the problem and responded with limited programs to assist law students in distress. Almost universally, however, these programs are reactive; they respond to students’ requests for help by directing severely distressed students to a mental health counselor in the student assistance program (SAP) at the university of which the law school is a part. These programs offer help to those most in need of counseling and assistance, but they suffer from two significant limitations. First, as we discuss in more detail in Part II, the SAPs are primarily designed to provide assistance only when a student is severely distressed; they offer little help in warding off the distress before it reaches a crisis. Second, if law student distress is as prevalent as the studies indicate, SAPs can offer help to only a small percentage of the students who suffer from significant levels of stress and depression. SAP programs are designed to provide counseling when students come to seek assistance, and only a small percentage of students who are stressed do so.

SAPs are an important, but limited, first step in responding to the high levels of stress and depression in law schools. The question remains, then: what else can be done to aid students in distress or, even better, prevent the problems before they begin? As discussed in greater depth in Part III below, scholars have suggested a number of possible solutions, including restructuring the law school curriculum to provide a greater emphasis on practical skills and less focus on abstract legal theory, altering or eliminating the traditional Socratic method, reducing the size of law school classes, and changing the way in which students are graded.

For reasons that we develop more fully in Part III of this Article, these proposals all have significant limitations or problems. The proposed curricular changes would be controversial because many would regard them as pedagogically unsound, even if psychologically less stressful. Moreover, a curricular shift to more practical and practice-oriented classes runs counter to the increasing trend toward theoretical and interdisciplinary classes. Thus, even if these proposals were good ideas (which they may well be), they would face some stiff opposition from law school faculties. The challenge law schools face is to come up with innovative approaches to the problem of law student distress that do not require a complete overhaul of the law school curriculum.

Fortunately, the relatively new field of positive psychology may provide some useful solutions to the problem where the traditional approaches of clinical psychology and the proposals for curricular reform fail. The principal tenet of

23. See infra notes 89–112 and accompanying text.
24. See, e.g., infra note 96 and accompanying text.
25. Id.
26. See infra notes 134–155 and accompanying text.
27. The current body of psychological research on student distress mirrors the larger field of
positive psychology is that to understand the human condition, we should study not only mental illness and distress but also the conditions that lead to optimal functioning. With this goal in mind, positive psychology focuses its research on the study of "positive emotions, positive character traits, and enabling institutions." Positive psychologists are quick to emphasize that their research is designed to supplement and not to replace traditional psychological research on the causes of psychological suffering. Rather, it is intended to explore areas that have been neglected by traditional psychology. Although positive psychology researchers were not the first persons to think about what makes for a full and happy life, “the value of the overarching term positive psychology lies in its uniting of what had been scattered and disparate lines of theory and research about what makes life most worth living.”

Positive psychology aims to move from a disease model, where the focus is solely on fixing what is wrong with people, to a health model, where the focus is on building positive traits and skills that foster optimal functioning. In terms of law student well-being, this means that we have an obligation to study not only those students who become depressed, but also those who manage to thrive in law school. Law schools should ask the question: in the face of overwhelming stress and the high risk for depression, why do some law students remain happy? This altered focus does not mean that we can now neglect the depressed law students in favor of those who are happy; in fact, finding relief for the distressed law student population is still our chief priority. But by switching our focus to the study of those students who thrive during law school, we can start identifying what characteristics buffer certain law students against depression. Thus, this Article’s focus on positive psychology aims to explore not only how schools might reduce the current levels of student distress, but also how they can build in preventative measures that will foster optimal psychological functioning for future classes of law students. In the end, a greater understanding of the individual and societal conditions that lead to optimal levels of well-being will

---

28. Id. at 104.
30. Id. As two researchers described it, positive psychology does not imply that the rest of psychology is negative, although it is understandable that the name may imply that to some people. In fact, the large majority of the gross academic product of psychology is neutral, focusing on neither well-being nor distress. Positive psychology grew largely from the recognition of an imbalance in clinical psychology, in which most research does indeed focus on mental illness.
31. Seligman et al., supra note 29, at 410.
actually better prepare law schools to meet the needs of those who are suffering.32

The potential benefits of positive psychology in the field of law student well-being have already been suggested by some scholars with varying degrees of reference to the psychology literature. For instance, several articles on law student well-being do not mention positive psychology by name, but do provide advice on how to find “the good life” in the field of law.33 Recently, a few psychologists have contributed more directly to this line of inquiry by examining specific characteristics of happy and unhappy law students.34 Their focus so far has been on the changes in motivation and values of law students. Their findings suggest that intrinsically motivated activities cultivate greater fulfillment in law school and that decreases in community service values are correlated with decreases in subjective well-being.35 Studies have also shown that law students have an increased ability to cope with the stress of looking for a job when they have higher levels of intrinsic motivation and internal attributions for success.36

This research is helpful, yet it singles out just a few of the potentially numerous personal characteristics that may differentiate the happy law students from the depressed ones. In their study of attorney discontent, Seligman, Verkuil, and Kang address this vast potential for study through the lens of positive psychology: “Law schools are themselves a potential breeding ground for lawyer demoralization and that makes them—as well as law firms—candidates for reform. In these ways the relationship between positive psychology and law becomes a subject worthy of further study in the legal academy, as well as in the profession at large.”37

This Article aims to respond to this call for action by exploring some of the ways in which the research of positive psychologists may help in reducing law student distress. The positive psychology literature offers a number of methodologies that law schools might utilize to help insulate their students from

32. Id.
34. See Antonia Abbey, Christine Dunkel-Schetter & Philip Brickman, Handling the Stress of Looking for a Job in Law School: The Relationship Between Intrinsic Motivation, Internal Attributions, Relations with Others, and Happiness, 4 BASIC & APPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL. 263 (1983); Sheldon & Krieger, Understanding the Negative Effects, supra note 8.
35. Abbey et al., supra note 34.
36. Id. Someone who is intrinsically motivated pursues activities for their own internal reasons—because the activities are worthwhile in and of themselves—and not for external reasons, like recognition or financial gain.
37. Seligman et al., supra note 3, at 54.
stress and depression. Although a complete solution to the problem of law student distress will require much additional research, there are currently enough reliable empirical studies to suggest several promising paths for law schools to explore.

In addition, this Article provides the results of a modest empirical study designed to test, in the law school context, one of the principal tenets of positive psychology research, that the identification and utilization of certain personal strengths buffers individuals against stress and depression and allows them to function at optimal levels. A growing body of research conducted outside of law student populations has suggested that concentrating on one’s strengths improves life satisfaction.\textsuperscript{38} Focusing on enhancing these strengths has been associated with numerous positive outcomes in the workplace, including increased employee engagement and well-being.\textsuperscript{39} Research shows that at workplaces where employees believe they have the “opportunity to do what [they] do best,” there are significantly higher rates of loyalty and employee retention\textsuperscript{40} and also greater annual employee productivity.\textsuperscript{41}

Using the strengths-based approach of positive psychology as the foundation for our study, we hypothesized that the law students who used their top strengths more often in daily life would be the ones to report higher levels of well-being. This was indeed the case: students who found ways to use their top strengths were less likely to suffer from depression and stress and more likely to report satisfaction with life.\textsuperscript{42} Although our study was only correlational, when viewed in light of previous research that shows a focus on strengths can actively improve life satisfaction and lower depression levels in the general population,\textsuperscript{43} it may suggest that a focus on personal strengths can act as a buffer against psychological distress in law school.

We discuss the issues described above in four principal Parts. In Part I, we review the literature on law student distress to present an accurate image of the

\begin{thebibliography}{43}
\bibitem{linley2008} Alex Linley, \emph{Average to A+: Realising Strengths in Yourself and Others} 154 (2008).
\bibitem{buckingham2001} See, e.g., Marcus Buckingham & Donald O. Clifton, \emph{Now, Discover Your Strengths} 5 (2001); Timothy D. Hodges & Donald O. Clifton, \emph{Strengths-Based Development in Practice, in Positive Psychology in Practice} 256, 262–65 (P. Alex Linley & Stephen Joseph eds., 2004).
\bibitem{infra2002} See infra pp. 411-412.
\bibitem{seligman2002} Seligman et al., supra note 29, at 419.
\end{thebibliography}
extent of stress and depression among law students. In Part II, we present the results of an informal survey of law schools to identify what they are currently doing to respond to issues of student well-being. Our investigations show that although every law school surveyed had access to a university counseling service for seriously troubled law students, very few had significant preventative programs designed to forestall the development of mental health issues among law students. In Part III, we identify the various suggestions scholars have offered to address law student distress and discuss the potential of these solutions as well as the problems associated with the suggestions. Finally, in Part IV, we discuss the relatively new discipline of positive psychology and how law schools might begin to utilize the work of positive psychology researchers to protect students from the stress and depression which affects so many. In particular, we identify three strands of positive psychology research that might be especially helpful in this regard: learned optimism, the "broaden-and-build" theory of positive emotions, and strengths theory. In this Part we also present the results of our own empirical research and offer suggestions on how law schools might incorporate what we learned into positive psychology programs for their students.

I. THE RESEARCH ON LAW STUDENT DISTRESS

A growing body of research shows that law students have an unusually high level of distress, even when compared to students in other stressful professional programs. In 1957, the first of these studies showed that first-year law students experienced higher levels of anxiety than first-year medical students. Moreover, the greater levels of anxiety continued throughout law school to the time of graduation. Subsequent articles reached similar conclusions, but these were largely anecdotal or did not use tested and verified survey instruments. In 1979, James M. Hedegard conducted an empirically valid, longitudinal study of students at the J. Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham Young University. Students were tested during the law school's orientation week and then again two

45. Id.
weeks before the end of the second semester. The study found "increases in feelings of psychological distress, internal conflict, [and] anxiety" from the first test to the second. In addition, the study showed that the scores were significantly higher than predicted based on the scores for BYU undergraduates.

Further studies over the next two decades confirmed and expanded on these findings. One examination of law students and medical students in their first and third years of school found that depression levels were significantly higher among law students than medical students. This study found that third-year law students reported even higher rates of depression than first-year law students. Another comparative study found that law students experienced significantly more academic and fear-of-failing stress than medical students, disproving the authors' original hypothesis that medical students would be more stressed. Researchers also found that law students experienced much higher anxiety rates than undergraduate students and that law students exhibited significantly higher levels of stress and depression than the population at large.

One of the largest studies on law student distress was conducted in 1986 by Andrew Benjamin and fellow researchers at the University of Arizona Law School. The authors studied 320 students and alumni from the law school, and they used five separate instruments to measure the demographic information and

48. Id. at 809.
49. Id. at 835.
50. Id. at 836-37. Scores were elevated somewhat compared to undergraduates even at the start of law school, but were higher by the end of the first year. Id.
51. One positive note is that at least one study has found that "law students commit suicide significantly less frequently than [their] age-matched peers." M.J. Hamilton et al., Thirty-Five Law Student Suicides, 11 J. PSYCHIATRY & L. 335, 342 (1983).
53. Id. at 222.
54. Heins et al., supra note 11, at 519.
55. Id. at 522. For yet another study that found the distress of law students to be much greater than that of medical students, see Shanfield & Benjamin, supra note 8, at 68-70. In this study, the researchers attributed the higher levels of distress among law students to differences in the learning environments between law school and medical school. They noted that while medical school has smaller classes and offers students more individual attention, law school classes are less personal and professors are more distant. In short, they concluded, "[l]aw school appears to be less nurturant of students than medical school." Id. at 69.
57. Shanfield & Benjamin, supra note 8, at 69. 74 tbl.1.
STEMMING THE TIDE OF LAW STUDENT DEPRESSION

The researchers found that prior to entering law school, students reported scores within the normal range, but during their first year, law students' average scores increased significantly, indicating elevated levels of psychological distress. The researchers also found that the "increase in symptoms of law students continued as they progressed through the three years of the program." Depending on the symptom (which included, among others, depression, anxiety, hostility, obsessive compulsive behavior, and interpersonal sensitivity), 20% to 40% of the study group demonstrated significant symptom elevations. The researchers' bottom line was grim:

Before law school, subjects develop symptom responses similar to the normal population. This comparison suggests that prospective law students have not acquired unique or excessive symptoms that set them apart from people in general. During law school, however, symptom levels are elevated significantly when compared with the normal population. Elevations of symptom levels significantly increase for law students during the first to third years of law school.

Interestingly, the researchers found no correlation between symptom levels and a number of factors that one might have expected to influence student distress. For example, the research found no significant relations between symptom levels and age, undergraduate grade point average, law school grade point average, hours devoted to undergraduate studies, or hours devoted to law school studies. The researchers concluded that the "pattern of results suggests that certain aspects of legal education produce uncommonly elevated psychological distress levels among significant numbers of law students and recently graduated alumni."

The problem of law student distress encompasses not only elevated levels of stress and depression but increased substance abuse as well. In 1993, the Association of American Law Schools Special Committee on Problems of

59. Id. at 228.
60. Id. at 240.
61. Id. at 241.
62. Id. at 246.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. Id. at 247. The University of Arizona researchers suggested a number of possible causes for the significant levels of student distress found in their study. Here, however, they were much less definite about the reliability of their observations. Their tentative hypotheses included: "excessive workloads and time management problems," "chronically high student-faculty ratios, leading to limited interactions," and "unbalanced development of student interpersonal skills." Id. at 248-50.
Substance Abuse in the Law Schools\(^{66}\) found that American law school students showed a higher regular use of alcohol and certain psychedelic drugs than high school and college graduates of the same age.\(^{67}\) The survey also found that 11.7% of law students had abused alcohol since enrolling.\(^{68}\) The survey provided evidence that this substance abuse increases in degree and frequency throughout the three years of law school, especially in the case of alcohol; third-year students reported significantly higher alcohol usage than first- and second-year students.\(^{69}\) Based on their surveys, the Committee concluded that “some of the data must be viewed as extremely disturbing and indicative of a continuing problem that demands attention.”\(^{70}\) The report went on to conclude that a significant portion of law students seem to be using substances to relieve stress and that these patterns may only worsen as these individuals enter pressurized careers in the field of law.\(^{71}\)

In 1999, two psychologists reviewed the empirical literature on law student distress and made these conclusions:

1) “Anxiety and depression are typically higher among law students than the general population, regardless of which measure was used.”

2) “Contrary to some anecdotal reports, anxiety and depression were not limited to first-year students, as symptom measures were as high or higher for third-year students.”

3) “In every published study, law students tended to report higher levels of depression and anxiety than those reported by medical students.”\(^{72}\)

Krieger of Florida State University Law School has been the leading writer on this subject over the past five years. His work with psychologist Kennon Sheldon has explored the anecdotal literature and provided substantial new empirical research confirming the extent of the problem of law student distress. In 2002, Krieger observed, “tales of law student and lawyer depression, overwork, dissatisfaction, alcohol abuse, and general distress are legion, and many of us see, more clearly than we would like, the undoing of our students’ collective energy, enthusiasm, and engagement after only a few months of law


\(^{67}\) Id. at 8.

\(^{68}\) Id. at 10.

\(^{69}\) Id. at 12.

\(^{70}\) Id. at 11.

\(^{71}\) Id. at 12.

\(^{72}\) Dammeyer & Nunez, supra note 8, at 67.
school."  

In Sheldon and Krieger’s first major empirical work, the authors conducted two studies of law students that were designed to determine the extent of law student distress to see how these problems might be solved. The study took a longitudinal approach in measuring law students at a medium-sized public law school on their first day of law school and subsequently over the course of the spring of their first year and the fall of their second and third years. An undergraduate comparison sample consisted of students in an upper division psychology course at a different public university. The researchers used three different study instruments to measure mood, life satisfaction, and depression. They also measured physical health by asking participants to rate eighteen different physical symptoms (“such as runny nose/sore throat, insomnia, and headaches”). The researchers then created an aggregate subjective well-being score for each participant by combining all of these survey results.

The results of the study confirmed two important points about law student distress. First, a comparison of the law students at the beginning of their law school career with the undergraduate students showed no significant problems among the law students. In fact, the entering law students reported higher levels of positive affect and life satisfaction than the undergraduates. The researchers noted that “the most important thing to take from these analyses is that the law students appeared quite happy and healthy at the beginning of their career, with relatively intrinsic and prosocial values.” Thus, the study suggested that “consistent with earlier research . . . any later distress among the law students is

74. Id. at 112.
75. Sheldon & Krieger, Does Legal Education Have Undermining Effects, supra note 8, at 267.
76. Id.
77. Mood was measured with the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS). This measures the quantity and degree of positive and negative emotions an individual is currently feeling. See David Watson, Lee Anna Clark & Auke Tellegen. Development and Validation of Brief Measures of Positive and Negative Affect: The PANAS Scales, 54 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 1063 (1988).
78. Life Satisfaction was measured with the Satisfaction with Life Scale. See Ed Diener et al., The Satisfaction with Life Scale, 49 J. PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT 71 (1985).
79. Depression was measured using the Beck Depression Inventory. See AARON T. BECK, COGNITIVE THERAPY AND THE EMOTIONAL DISORDERS (1976).
80. Sheldon & Krieger, Does Legal Education Have Undermining Effects, supra note 8, at 268.
81. Id.
82. Id. at 271.
not an effect of pre-existing distress or problematic personality traits.”

Second, the study showed that, over the course of the first year of law school, the study participants “experienced large reductions in positive affect, life satisfaction, and overall [subjective well-being], and large increases in negative affect, depression, and physical symptoms.” Looking at the data from the second and third years of law school, the researchers found that the declines in subjective well-being remained constant, with the levels remaining unchanged in both the second and third years.

A second study by these researchers, this time at a private, urban law school, showed a similar decline in law student well-being during the first year, supporting the proposition that the problems observed in the first study may be generalized to other law schools. Based on the two studies, Sheldon and Krieger concluded:

Past scholarly commentaries and previous studies paint a bleak picture of the effects of legal education on the well-being of law students. Our data from two very diverse law schools confirms these negative reports. If these experiences are common in American law schools, as anecdotal reports and other studies indicate, it would suggest that various problems reported in the legal profession, such as depression, excessive commercialism and image-consciousness, and lack of ethical and moral behavior, may have significant roots in the law-school experience.

In 2007, Sheldon and Krieger reported an enlarged and extended version of their previous work, which also showed that at the two different law schools studied, subjective well-being declined over the students’ time in law school. This study is the most extensive investigation of law student well-being published to date in two respects. First, it contains study results for classes of students at two separate law schools that differ in significant ways. Second, it reports on data for law student distress longitudinally over the entire law school career of the students studied. It essentially confirms all of the conclusions of Sheldon and Krieger’s first study and underscores the need for law schools to take a serious look at what they can do to mitigate the problem of law student distress.

83. Id.
84. Id. at 272.
85. Id. at 274.
86. Id. at 276.
87. Id. at 283.
88. Sheldon & Krieger, Understanding the Negative Effects, supra note 8, at 889. This study involved a different sample group from a subsequent year’s class at the first law school. In addition, the authors gathered additional data from the third year of the law students at the second law school who had been included in the earlier study. Id. at 887.
II. WHAT LAW SCHOOLS ARE DOING ABOUT LAW STUDENT DISTRESS

Given the well-documented problems of law student distress discussed in the previous section, it is important to examine possible ways in which law schools can respond to the problem. In this section of the paper we examine the current law school programs for dealing with law student distress.

To get some idea of how law schools have been responding to this issue, we surveyed the websites of the top seventy-five law schools as ranked by U.S. News & World Report in 2008. In surveying the websites we looked for information regarding the following possible sources of assistance for law students: 1) whether there was any on-site counseling at the law school; 2) whether the website contained any information about referrals to the undergraduate or main university counseling center or services available through student health insurance; 3) whether the website contained any information regarding the local lawyer assistance program that virtually all bar associations now maintain for lawyers who have psychological or substance abuse problems; and 4) whether the website contained any information about proactive programs or materials designed to help students avoid stress, depression, and other problems affecting student well-being. We supplemented these surveys with calls to the student affairs offices at each law school to determine if the information on the website was complete or if there were additional programs or resources not listed.

Most of the law schools surveyed have no on-site counseling available at the law school itself and refer law students to the university counseling or health center. There are a few exceptions: Washington University in St. Louis School of Law, which states that it has a licensed professional counselor on staff at the law school; Georgetown, which retains three professional counselors for its campus; the University of Washington School of Law, which states that it has a mental health professional on call; and Loyola Law School (Los Angeles), where

89. Schools of Law: The Top 100 Schools, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Apr. 7, 2008, at 46-47. For the schools and the pages of their websites that contain information regarding mental health programs, see infra Appendix C.

90. The ABA’s website maintains contact information for lawyer assistance programs offered by state bar associations. See American Bar Association, Commission on Lawyer Assistance Programs, Directory of CoLAP Programs, http://www.abanet.org/legalservices/colap/lapdirectory.html (last visited Apr. 30, 2009). The vast majority of state bars allow law students to take advantage of these programs, but there are some exceptions. Of the thirty-two states and the District of Columbia in which the top seventy-five law schools are located, only three restrict use of the program to members of the bar: Arizona, California, and Oklahoma. In the state of Washington, only third-year law students may use the program. Telephone Interviews by Matthew Albanese with State Bar Representatives (Feb. 18, 2009) (notes on file with the authors).

91. Several of the law schools stressed that university counseling centers were nearby and easily accessible to law students. Additionally, it was mentioned that law students seemed to prefer off-site counseling in order to preserve anonymity.
a licensed counselor is available on site through the Office of Student Affairs. At eight law schools, counselors hold office hours at certain scheduled times of the week on the law school campus or are available exclusively to law students at the university counseling center. Additionally, while many law school websites state that counseling is available through the Office of the Dean of Students or Dean of Student Affairs, most schools (via telephone interviews) stated that this counseling takes the form of an initial assessment, after which deans may refer students to the appropriate resource, usually the university counseling center.

Sixty-two of the seventy-five law schools have information on their websites concerning referral to the main university's counseling center for services that are either covered by the student health insurance plan or student activity fees or are free of charge. These references typically provide a description of the counseling and mental health services available along with lists of possible student concerns. While the majority of law school deans stated in phone interviews that they provide students with information regarding the local lawyers assistance program (usually at orientation), only fifteen provide such information on their websites.

This survey suggests that law schools are genuinely aware of the need that many students will have for psychological or mental health counseling and that the university generally provides such counseling. These programs are available to students who seek out help, many of whom can benefit from individual therapy. It is unlikely, however, that counseling will reach the great majority of students who experience psychological distress. At George Washington

92. These law schools are Chicago-Kent College of Law, Cornell Law School, George Mason University School of Law, George Washington University Law School, Ohio State University Moritz College of Law, Seton Hall University School of Law, University of Alabama School of Law, and the University of Missouri School of Law. Brooklyn Law School does not offer on-site counseling, but its website does list three mental health professionals with whom students can consult. See Brooklyn Law School, Student Health, Mental Health Consultation, http://www.brooklaw.edu/studenthealth/mentalhealth.php (last visited Apr. 1, 2009).

93. This practice is understandable, as most deans stated they are not mental health professionals. However, the depth and length of counseling may vary depending on the nature of the student’s problem and the training of the particular dean. At Villanova, for example, the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs is also a licensed counselor.

94. American University Washington College of Law, Boston College Law School, Boston University School of Law, Brooklyn Law School, Chicago-Kent College of Law, Florida State University College of Law, Georgetown University Law Center, Harvard Law School, Indiana University Maurer School of Law (available in the online version of the student handbook), Seton Hall University School of Law, Temple University Beasley School of Law, University of California Hastings College of the Law, University of Miami School of Law, University of Minnesota Law School, and Villanova University School of Law.

University Law School, for example, only sixty law students utilized the university counseling services during the past year. Our own study of George Washington University law students and previous empirical research indicate that far more than sixty law students likely experienced significant problems with stress and depression over this period. Moreover, counseling services, while certainly necessary, address the problem only once a student is already fairly seriously distressed; they do nothing to head off the development of psychological issues in the first place. Finally, at least one study has found that law students are significantly less likely than medical students to seek out psychological help. Thus, counseling alone seems insufficient to address the problem of law student distress.

To determine whether law schools have developed any programs for dealing proactively with the problem of law student distress, we surveyed the law schools’ websites to try to identify specific programs or resources devoted to such prophylactic mental health resources. Of the seventy-five law schools we surveyed, only a handful had any indications on their websites of programs or materials of this type. In addition, we made telephone calls to the various Offices of Student Life or Student Affairs, which confirmed the results of the website survey that indicated most law schools have not developed formal programs to deal with student distress in a preventative way. We list below some steps that law schools have taken to address proactively the problems of student distress.

Some of the most popular measures include advertising wellness activities hosted by the law school and university, including athletic and spiritual offerings. Columbia Law School runs a “Wellness Wednesday” program, and Georgetown Law offers various services designed to “promote a positive

97. For the results of our own empirical study of George Washington University law students, see infra text accompanying notes 316–344. See also the empirical research cited supra notes 47, 54, 57, 58, 73 & 88.
98. See Heins et al., supra note 11, at 520–21.
99. Examples of such sites include Harvard Law School’s “Wellness@Law” webpage, which provides online links to resources that are designed to offer information about how to maintain “healthy living” and promote wellness, Harvard Law School, Wellness@Law, http://www.law.harvard.edu/current/student-services/wellness/index.html (last visited Apr. 1, 2009), and the wellness section of Cornell Law School’s website, which recognizes “that teaching habits which foster good health and effective time and stress management skills is a critical part of legal education,” Cornell University Law School, Student Resources, http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/studentlife/resources.cfm (last visited Apr. 1, 2009).
lifestyle,” including relaxation techniques, counseling, and campus ministries. At Fordham Law School, free weekly mindfulness and yoga classes are offered to students and faculty as a way to “release some of the tension that is a natural part of studying and working at a law school.” The University of Miami School of Law instituted its First Annual Wellness Week in the fall of 2007 in order “to promote positive choices about work-life balance and provide resources that support [the] ability to make these choices.”

Several law schools also distribute literature to incoming students about the potential hurdles in law school and techniques to deal with stress. Through its “Humanizing Law School” webpage, Florida State University College of Law maintains several articles by Professor Lawrence Krieger that deal with issues from grades and teaching techniques to depression and career satisfaction, to give students “some perspectives and advice about the issues of health and life/career satisfaction as a law student and lawyer.” At the University of Maryland, the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs distributes Professor Krieger’s pamphlet on student stress and discusses it when she meets with all first-year law students in small groups for lunch.

Perhaps most advanced in its efforts to prevent law student distress, Vanderbilt University Law School has actually incorporated an optional non-credit course called “Supportive Practices” into its first-year curriculum. About thirty students meet one hour per week during the first semester and are taught strategies for dealing with issues like stress, anxiety, and setting realistic


104. Florida State University College of Law, Student Resources, http://www.law.fsu.edu/academic_programs/humanizing_lawschool/studentresources.html (last visited Apr. 1, 2009); see also Florida State University College of Law, Resources for Teachers & Administrators, http://www.law.fsu.edu/academic_programs/humanizing_lawschool/teacher_resources.html (last visited Apr. 1, 2009). The law school notes that the division between student and teacher resources is “not absolute” and that students or faculty may “find helpful information in either area.” Florida State University College of Law, Humanizing Law School, http://www.law.fsu.edu/academic_programs/humanizing_lawschool/humanizing_lawschool.html (last visited Apr. 23, 2009).
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performance expectations; various works of Professor Krieger are utilized.\textsuperscript{108} The course extends five weeks into the second semester in order to cover the period when first-semester grades are released.\textsuperscript{109} The law school has added a second “Supportive Practices” class to accommodate a large number of requests from students.\textsuperscript{110}

Vanderbilt’s approach appears to be unique. Most law schools seek to promote mental health and alleviate distress among the student body through a combination of the following methods: holding “wellness” events sporadically or at specific times, such as before exam period or during the release of grades; establishing peer mentoring or counseling programs; encouraging students to participate in sports, student groups, or community activities; providing academic counseling and informational events (under the assumption that well-informed students are less likely to experience stress or anxiety); informing students of the available personal and emotional counseling resources and distributing related materials and literature; and letting students know that there is always someone available to talk.\textsuperscript{111} Law school deans stated that these methods have met with varying success. Indeed, the success of a program at one school may vary from year to year, with student participation cited as the most common (and unpredictable) variable affecting that success.\textsuperscript{112}

As this discussion suggests, law schools are only beginning to think proactively about ways to forestall student mental distress. It is possible that our research may not have captured all that the law schools, or the universities, are doing to help students deal with stress, depression, and other forms of law school distress. Nevertheless, our review of law school websites, supplemented by our calls to the offices of the deans of student affairs, provides a fair indication that the main focus of law schools is to help students by providing counseling service for those who are seriously distressed rather than through the provision of proactive programs designed to ward off law student distress. Law schools have not yet responded to the need for major action to prevent the development of stress and depression among their students.

III. THE CAUSES OF LAW STUDENT DISTRESS

Before we can suggest how law schools may be able to address law student

\textsuperscript{108} Id.
\textsuperscript{109} Id.
\textsuperscript{110} Id.
\textsuperscript{111} These approaches have been compiled from phone interviews with deans at the various law schools.

\textsuperscript{112} According to deans and directors of student affairs, low participation in a program resulted from any number of familiar reasons on the part of law students: time constraints, apathy, dubiety that a program would really help, and fear of the stigma of seeking help.
distress in a proactive way, we must first address the question of what it is about the law school experience in particular that may be causing such a problem. In this Part we examine the literature on law student distress in order to assess the solutions that have been proposed to deal with this problem. Unfortunately, the current literature suffers from two significant problems. First, while we are beginning to see significant empirical data on the kinds and levels of law student distress, there has been little empirical research on the causes of the problem. Second, many discussions of the law school environment and its relation to law student well-being are parts of larger critiques of how law is taught and how the substance of what is taught should be changed. In these critiques, the issue of law student distress is simply a subsidiary argument for change.

A common target of critics looking for the source of law school stress is the Socratic method and other teaching styles that put pressure on students to perform in front of their peers. Krieger argues that the use of the Socratic method of case analysis “can leave even strong students with a baseline sense of incompetence if emphasized to the exclusion of the many other skills that students know will be necessary for law practice.” Even worse, the Socratic method can invite daily feelings of anxiety and fear for law students, especially when the technique is used harshly by aggressive professors. Stephen Halpern, a political science professor who went to law school, charges law school pedagogy with engendering “psychological insecurity” and inhibiting “curiosity and genuine intellectual interest . . . . In such an environment independent and critical thinking by students is unlikely.”

Criticisms of the Socratic method have come from professors seeking to remake the legal educational experience and from students who found the experience to deaden creativity. Other objections have focused upon the impact of the Socratic method on students’ personal lives and relationships. Some writers complain that the Socratic method exalts “criticism over imagination,” while others have argued that “impressionistic studies of law school have identified a narrowing of interests toward the analytic skills used by
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practitioners and away from a broader concern with social values and creative use of intelligence."121 Psychologists also question the use of the Socratic method—Andrew Watson noted that "since most professorial responses are questions, they are perceived as never-ending demands, and hoped-for relief never comes into sight. Such a technique runs counter to all learning theory."122 To date, however, there appears to be no empirical research that supports the conclusion that the Socratic method is to blame for law student distress.123

Commentators have criticized not only the method of teaching, but also the substance of what is taught in law schools. We also have (with one major exception discussed below)124 little empirical research on this issue and instead have only a good deal of anecdotal commentary and polemical advocacy. For example, in their recent book on the legal profession,125 Jean Stefancic and Richard Delgado argue that lawyer discontent begins in law school and has two elements: "A conceptual dimension, concerned with how they understand what they do, and a phenomenological one that embraces the felt experience of law and lawyering."126 These problems are caused by legal formalism, which is "associated with a form of education that emphasizes doctrines and cases and minimizes external factors, such as justice, social policy, and politics. It imagines law as an autonomous discipline existing apart from others; it is not at all interdisciplinary."127 Stefancic and Delgado find the source of lawyers’ unhappiness in law school and the hyper-competitive environment that students face there.128

The authors argue that law students are afflicted by a range of mental health problems because of the inconsistencies and sterility of legal formalism.129 The authors also cite as causes of law student distress the demands of large and growing law firms for students to be trained to suit their needs and the insistence of the ABA’s MacCrate Report on the need for more practical legal education.130

122. Watson, supra note 46, at 123.
123. See Dammeyer & Nunez, supra note 8, at 71.
124. See discussion infra notes 139-144 and accompanying text.
126. Id. at 29.
127. Id. at 35.
128. Id. at 63.
129. Id. at 63-64.
130. See Am. Bar Assoc., Section of Legal Educ. & Admissions to the Bar, Legal Education and Professional Development—An Educational Continuum (1992), available at http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/onlinetext/maccrate.html. This report is often called the “MacCrate Report,” referring to Robert MacCrate, the Chair of the Task Force that published the report.
Finally, the authors complain that the widely-discussed critiques of judges like Judge Harry Edwards stating that law schools are becoming too detached from the practice of law have exacerbated the problem. 131 All of these factors contribute, the authors contend, to cynicism and depression among law students. 132

It is far from clear, however, that legal education demands a formalistic approach, much less that this approach is a significant cause of law student distress. As Theresa Beiner has noted, non-formalism involving extra-legal knowledge plays a significant role in legal education and even in the practice of law, so law schools are hardly bastions of a purely formal legal approach. 133 Moreover, other commentators take the opposite approach from Stefancic and Delgado and argue that it is precisely the increasingly abstract and theoretical approach of modern law schools that exacerbates the decline of law students' subjective well-being. For example, Sheldon and Krieger argue that

law schools traditionally emphasize theoretical scholarship and the teaching of legal theory, and many hire and reward faculty primarily based on scholarly potential and production. Our findings suggest that schools will benefit from reevaluating faculty priorities regarding such issues and from considering carefully the effect of their teaching methods and practices on students. Changes toward employing faculty with more teaching and lawyering (including public service) experience, offering a balance of practical skills training, or providing more training and rewards for teaching excellence might also ultimately enhance students' sense of autonomy and engagement. 134

The anecdotal criticisms of both the Socratic method and the substance of what is taught in law schools do not offer much in the way of a clear solution to the problem of law student distress. On the whole, they lack a solid empirical foundation, and many of them seem to be vehicles for larger political statements. Moreover, as a practical matter, it is unlikely that law schools will abandon the use of the Socratic method. As David Culp has noted, the practice of Socratic techniques today is virtually the same as it was in the 1970s, or, for that matter, as it was in the 1870s. 135

There also appears to be good reason for retaining the Socratic method, at least in the first year and basic courses. The recent Carnegie Commission Report

132. STEFANCIC & DELGADO, supra note 125, at 44-45.
134. Sheldon & Krieger, Understanding the Negative Effects, supra note 8, at 894–95.
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on Legal Education praises the Socratic method as the “signature pedagogy” of the legal education process, which should remain the cornerstone of legal education. Although the Commission offers plenty of recommendations for how best to implement the Socratic method, the report’s bottom line is decidedly positive. The report compares the Socratic method to “a master artisan guiding a roomful of novices through the early stages of learning a craft. . . . Only through question and answer can instructors make their thought processes explicit, observable, and available for imitation by students.”

Perhaps the problem lies not in the teaching method, but in the substance of what is taught in law schools. As mentioned above, there is one recent survey that identifies the substance of what law schools teach as a major cause of student alienation. Elizabeth Mertz, an anthropologist, law professor, and Senior Fellow at the American Bar Foundation, has published the results of a study of first-year contracts classes at eight different law schools. Mertz studied classes taught by professors with widely varying backgrounds and teaching styles. She found that in all of the classes students were taught to “think like lawyers” by discounting their own moral values, setting aside their own feelings of empathy and compassion, and substituting a strictly analytical and strategic mode of thinking. Based upon her observations, Mertz concludes that law school has the “goal of changing people’s values” and encouraging students to unmoor themselves from moral reasoning. The result of this approach, according to Mertz, is that students lose their sense of self and become analytically and emotionally detached.

If Mertz’s analysis is correct, it is not difficult to see why law school education could lead to stress, depression, and a loss of individual identity. Krieger finds Mertz’s research to be a compelling explanation for the sources of law school stress and argues that the consequences of legal education are “desocializing pressures on student personality” that destroy subjective well-being and contribute to ethical and interpersonal problems in the legal
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The most discouraging aspect of Mertz’s study was the ubiquity of the problems she observed and the extent to which her findings were independent of teaching style. Even if we were certain that Mertz had located a key source of stress and depression, it would not be an easy matter to change the substance of what is taught in every law school. Nor would it necessarily be in the best interests of legal education and the training of prospective lawyers to make radical alterations to the substance of the legal curriculum.

Even if law professors learn how to implement the Socratic method as sensitively and carefully as one might hope, and even if they work to humanize legal education, a number of additional stress factors remain in law students’ daily lives. Many commentators have pointed out the problems stemming from the fierce competition for grades and the heavy workload borne by those who struggle to achieve them. David Culp has argued that the “competition and fear of the almighty evaluator, the grade, cripple creative functioning in the classroom.” Krieger, in writing to law students about possible sources of stress, acknowledged that

[y]our entire class shares the pressure to be in that exclusive Top Ten Percent (and to be invited to law review), and you all know that ninety percent of you cannot succeed in this endeavor. . . . If you allow these concerns to dominate your thinking, your studies are fraught with anxiety and unease about your worth, your future, and your job prospects. It is as if your whole life is riding on your grades. And this persistent insecurity in turn can create much more stress, by causing you to overwork and abandon your life balance.

Gerald Hess echoed this concern when he wrote in 2002 that because “[g]rades and class rank are significant gatekeepers to the reward system during and after law school—law review membership, research or teaching-assistant positions, internships and jobs,” competition for them creates enormous stress, fear, and for many, “a profound loss of self-esteem.” Although one might expect grade pressures to affect medical students and undergraduates as well, there may be something unique (although, as yet unidentified) about the law school environment that makes these pressures more severe.

Added to the stress of intense competition is the related stress created by a heavy workload. As Hess notes, “[t]he workload overwhelms many law students. They have little time for sleep, relaxation, and relationships with friends and family. The demands of the first year cause many of them physical and
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psychological exhaustion.” 151 Stephen Halpern has also argued that excessive workload is a major cause of law student distress:

It is not uncommon for the workload to be such that it is physically impossible to complete assignments on time. For the many highly motivated first-year students this can lead to a near constant state of anxiety. Physical and psychological exhaustion are, I think, programmed into the first year. The student is stripped naked, so to speak, so that he may be remade a lawyer. The underlying dynamic, I suspect, parallels the highly structured, controlling, emotionally intense initiatory rites used by the church or the military in the indoctrination of their neophytes. 152

The problem with solving these potential causes of law school stress and depression is that they are very difficult to remedy directly. For example, although some commentators have suggested that there should be a reduced use of traditional grading methods in order to decrease competition, 153 it seems unlikely that most law schools will abandon traditional grading methods. Legal educators, law students, and those who hire students directly out of law school all seem to agree that some form of grading system is necessary in order to sort candidates for hiring. 154 Yale Law School may be able to ensure its graduates obtain job offers without traditional grades, but few other law schools are able to emulate Yale’s model. 155 As long as law school remains graded and law students compete for select jobs, it will be difficult to eliminate these factors as causes of stress.

The empirical studies of law student distress offer a somewhat better substantiated analysis of the causes of distress, but even they tend to rely heavily on the anecdotal literature in identifying causal factors. For example, the study by Benjamin and fellow researchers at the University of Arizona concluded that “the results of the study do show that many [students] do feel overwhelmed by the workload.” 156 The researchers also found that “the time management issue, as
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shown by the current study, also affects other law students and alumni long after
the first year of law school ends."157 The authors of the study, however, do not
have any strong empirical evidence that the workload is what causes high levels
of stress and depression among law students. Given that a number of studies
show law students’ distress to be much higher than that of medical students,
despite similarly heavy workloads, it is unlikely that the quantity of work in law
school is the main problem.

The Benjamin study notes that the high student-faculty ratio and the low
frequency of student-teacher interactions could also be a cause of student
distress.158 The researchers also suggest that “unbalanced development of student
interpersonal skills is the last category of suspect contributors that could lead to
impaired psychological well-being.”159 With respect to each of these issues,
however, the researchers’ support comes mainly from the anecdotal literature on
law student distress and not from their own empirical research.

In Sheldon and Krieger’s first study, published in 2004,160 the focus was
principally upon identifying the extent of law student distress, rather than clearly
identifying the causes of that distress. The authors did conclude, however, that
although the answer to the question of what causes law student distress is
complicated, the data they obtained suggests that a shift in motivation and values
may be part of the equation.161 For instance, they found that over the course of
their first year in law school, students move away from an emphasis on community
service values and move toward a focus on appearance and image.162 Students also experience a shift in motivation from internal to external: that is,
they report pursuing goals less for their own enjoyment and more to meet the
expectations of others.163 Although the authors did find some correlation between
changes in motivation and subjective well-being, they admitted that causality
could not be determined.164

Sheldon and Krieger’s second study165 made more of an effort to correlate
the decline in law students’ mental health with factors that might be ameliorated
in order to improve law students’ well-being. This study evaluated whether self-
determination theory could provide insights into the causes and possible cures for
the declines in law student subjective well-being.166 Self-determination theory is
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concerned with human motivation and the degree to which people’s actions are determined by free choice and inner beliefs (intrinsic motivation) or by outside forces and external rewards (extrinsic motivation).\textsuperscript{167} For intrinsic motivation to be present in subordinate individuals like law students, authority figures must provide “autonomy support.” In this context, autonomy support in law school would have three important characteristics: 1) “choice provision,” in which students are presented with as much choice as possible; 2) “meaningful rationale,” in which students are helped to understand the situations where they have no choice; and 3) “perspective taking,” in which students feel that their point of view is valued and considered by their school’s professors and administrators.\textsuperscript{168}

Sheldon and Krieger postulated that satisfaction of these psychological needs that form the basis of self-determination theory would be correlated with improved subjective well-being and negatively correlated with measures of student distress such as depression. Based upon their survey results, Sheldon and Krieger concluded that “autonomy support predicted . . . higher subjective well-being relative to baseline, better graded performance controlling for undergraduate GPA and more self-determined motivation to pursue the upcoming legal career.”\textsuperscript{169} Those students who rated faculty within their program as more controlling experienced declining psychological need satisfaction.\textsuperscript{170}

What then are the implications of Sheldon and Krieger’s conclusion for law schools? The authors suggest that

to maximize the learning and emotional adjustment of its graduates, law schools need to focus on enhancing their students’ feelings of autonomy. Why? Because such feelings can have trickle-down effects, predicting changes in students’ basic need satisfaction and consequent psychological well-being, effects that may also carry forward into the legal career.\textsuperscript{171}

Exactly how to accomplish this change, however, is a vexing problem. The
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authors propose that law schools should reconsider their emphasis on theoretical scholarship and teaching of legal theory as well as their hiring and promotion practices that currently emphasize “scholarly potential and production.” That prescription, however, as previously noted runs directly against the prevailing opinion in the legal academy, and it would be a difficult prescription for any law school to adopt. The authors’ additional suggestion that “employing faculty with more teaching and lawyering (including public service) experience, offering a balance of practical skills training, or providing more training and rewards for teaching excellence” similarly bucks the trend in law school hiring and curricula development.

Thus, it seems clear that a solution to the problem of law student distress is unlikely to come from a major restructuring of law school teaching methods or the relationship between law students and their professors. It is not that these subjects do not deserve attention or that improvements in these areas would not be welcomed by law students. Rather, the practical problems with achieving major changes in these areas seem insurmountable. Instead, the solution to law student distress seems much more likely to be found in programs that help students create buffers against stress and depression that will help them to resist the difficult environment of law school, regardless of the specific causes.

One example of such a program was reported by researchers Richard Sheehy and John Horan. These researchers developed a stress inoculation training program for first-year law students. As described by the researchers, stress inoculation training typically involves three phases:

First, participants are *educated* about the sources of their stress, including, for example, its relationship to irrational thinking and possible ways to reduce it at both the physiological and psychological levels. Next, *coping skills* directed toward specific stressors are fostered. These include, for example, relaxation techniques and cognitive restructuring. (Here, we tailored the coping skills to the individual stressors identified in the law school experience, i.e., competition, lack of feedback, instructional methods, value conflicts, and myths.) The final *application* phase involves exposure to real or simulated situations for practice in using the coping skills.

The study involved twenty-two students who participated in stress inoculation training. Participants met with counselors for weekly sessions of ninety minutes each. The first session focused on the education phase of the training; the students were told about the possible sources of stress and anxiety
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and given information on breathing exercises. The next two sessions dealt with the coping skills training and included homework assignments to help them practice the techniques. In the fourth and final session, the students reviewed the previous sessions and engaged in role-playing to test the application of the newly-learned skills.\(^{176}\)

The researchers found that all participants in the study showed declines in stress and anxiety and that they exhibited significantly lower stress and anxiety levels than the control group of students, who received no special training at all.\(^{177}\) Also, more than half of the students in the stress inoculation training reported significant improvements in their predicted class rank. The bottom line, according to the researchers, was that the “study had the support of the law school administration, and was thus easily implemented . . . . If other schools incorporated the principles of [stress inoculation training] into their curricula and other programs, perhaps both students and graduates would experience less occupational stress as well as improved academic and professional success.”\(^{178}\)

We think that these researchers are on the right track, and we believe that the science of positive psychology can provide the means to create these stress and depression buffers for law students and help them to enjoy a more productive, meaningful, and satisfying law school experience.

IV. WHAT THE SCIENCE OF POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY CAN TEACH LAW SCHOOLS

A. What Is Positive Psychology, and Why Should We Care?

Positive psychology is the study of the traits and conditions that lead to human thriving. It is often characterized as the study of happiness, but it is more accurately the study of all positive emotions and character traits, including joy, contentment, gratitude, optimism, and resilience. Positive psychologists are quick to emphasize that their research is intended to supplement and not to replace traditional psychological research; it is designed to explore areas that have been neglected by traditional psychology to portray a more accurate and in-depth picture of the range of human experience. While traditional psychology focuses on what makes people distressed and how they can get back to neutral, positive psychology focuses on how people can move above neutral.\(^{179}\) It presupposes
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[Positive psychology does not imply that the rest of psychology is negative, although it is understandable that the name may imply that to some people. In fact, the large majority of the gross academic product of psychology is neutral, focusing on neither well-being nor distress. Positive psychology grew largely from the recognition of an]
that happiness and well-being are not merely the absence of depression and anxiety, but rather are a whole host of states, traits, and emotions that combine to make life worth living.

Although the field of positive psychology draws upon research conducted by many traditional psychologists over the past half century, it has been identified as a separate field of study for about ten years. It first gained widespread attention in 1998 when Martin Seligman devoted his first speech as president of the American Psychological Association to the topic and then published a special positive psychology issue of American Psychologist (the official journal of the American Psychological Association) in January 2000. Since that time, numerous books and hundreds of articles have been published on positive psychology. Positive psychology centers have been established at a number of universities, and positive psychology courses are offered at both the undergraduate and graduate levels at dozens of universities in the United States and Europe. The University of Pennsylvania now offers a Master of Applied Positive Psychology degree. Information on positive psychology is spreading to the general public as well. There are now a number of websites devoted to positive psychology, and there is even a growing interest in positive imbalance in clinical psychology, in which most research does indeed focus on mental illness.
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There are three essential subjects in the study of positive psychology: 1) positive individual characteristics (strengths and virtues), 2) positive subjective experience (happiness, pleasure, and meaning), and 3) positive institutions and communities. First, positive psychologists have attempted to identify and substantiate the existence of certain cross-cultural character strengths that can provide a basis for human happiness and flourishing. Two of the founders of the field of positive psychology, Martin Seligman and Christopher Peterson, have published a classification of character strengths and virtues called Values in Action (VIA) that is intended to be the counterpart of the American Psychological Association’s canonical Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). Just as the DSM identifies the psychological disorders that afflict human beings, the VIA is designed to describe and classify the “strengths and virtues that enable human thriving.” Seligman and Peterson argue that psychology, already armed with a vocabulary to speak about human problems, now needs a “vocabulary for speaking about the good life and assessment strategies for investigating its components.” As such, the VIA identifies six virtues that extensive research shows are endorsed in nearly every world society: wisdom, courage, humanity, justice, temperance, and transcendence. Under each virtue, the VIA identifies particular strengths that met twelve separate criteria for inclusion. The following table shows Peterson and


188. Gabel & Haidt, supra note 27, at 108.


190. Seligman et al., supra note 29, at 411.


192. As described by Seligman, the criteria are 1) “ubiquity – is widely recognized across cultures,” 2) “fulfilling – contributes to individual fulfillment, satisfaction, and happiness broadly construed,” 3) “morally valued – is valued in its own right and not as a means to an end,” 4) “does not diminish others – elevates others who witness it, producing admiration, not jealousy,” 5) “non-felicitous opposite – has obvious antonyms that are ‘negative,’” 6) “traitlike – is an individual difference with demonstrable generality and stability,” 7) “measurable – has been successfully measured by researchers as an individual difference;” 8) “distinctiveness – is not redundant
Seligman’s classification of these six virtues and their coordinate twenty-four character strengths:

**Classification of Character Strengths**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of Character Strengths</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wisdom and Knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>Thinking of novel and productive ways to do things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curiosity</td>
<td>Taking an interest in ongoing experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-Mindedness</td>
<td>Thinking things through and examining them from all sides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love of Learning</td>
<td>Mastering new skills, topics, and bodies of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Being able to provide wise counsel to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Courage</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authenticity</td>
<td>Speaking the truth and presenting oneself in a genuine way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravery</td>
<td>Not shrinking from threat, challenge, difficulty, or pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Finishing what one starts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zest or Vitality</td>
<td>Approaching life with excitement and energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humanity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindness</td>
<td>Doing favors and good deeds for others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>Valuing close relations with others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Intelligence</td>
<td>Being aware of the motives and feelings of self and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Justice</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>Treating all people the same according to notions of fairness and justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Organizing group activities and seeing that they happen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>Working well as member of a group or team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(conceptually or empirically) with other character strengths. 9) “paragons – is strikingly embodied in some individuals,“ 10) “prodigies – is precociously shown by some children or youths,” 11) “selective absence – is missing altogether in some individuals,” and 12) “institutions – is the deliberate targeting of societal practices and rituals to try to cultivate it.” Seligman et al., supra note 29, at 411.

### Tempting the Tide of Law Student Depression

**Temperance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths against excess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forgiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Regulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transcendence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths that forge connections to the larger universe and provide meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appreciation of Beauty and Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religiousness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, these twenty-four character strengths have been endorsed by adults surveyed around the world and “defy cultural, ethnic, and religious differences.” Moreover, the relative distribution of strengths is similar across all fifty U.S. states and holds across gender, age, and education.

Peterson and Seligman have developed an assessment tool, called the VIA Inventory of Strengths, that identifies which character strengths an individual most strongly exhibits and celebrates as his or her own. An individual’s top, or “signature,” strengths prove to be mostly stable over time, though they can change in response to significant life events or to concerted efforts at lifestyle change.

While exhibiting any of the twenty-four character strengths is associated with life satisfaction, Peterson and his colleagues have found that the strengths most strongly associated with happiness are love, hope, curiosity, gratitude, and zest. Other findings have been equally interesting: for instance,

---

194. Seligman et al., supra note 29, at 411.

195. The only strength whose distribution varies slightly across the United States is “religiousness, which is somewhat more evident in the South.” Seligman et al., supra note 29, at 411.


197. Peterson & Seligman, supra note 189, at 643.

198. Nansook Park, Christopher Peterson & Martin E.P. Seligman, Strengths of Character and Well-Being, 23 J. SOC. & CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 603, 610 (2004); Christopher Peterson et al.,
"Students with the strengths of perseverance, prudence, and love earn better grades, even when ability test scores are held constant." Studies at the U.S. Military Academy have shown that the strength of hope predicts who will stay in the service. And the strength of zest is associated with perceiving one’s life work as a calling, as opposed to simply a job. The more researchers learn about which strengths correlate with which positive outcomes—for instance, success in law school—the more valuable it will be for people to learn about the VIA and reaffirm these strengths in their daily lives.

Also critical to the understanding of positive psychology is a focus on defining and measuring happiness, usually referred to as “subjective well-being.” Just as clinical psychologists use the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale and the Beck Depression Index to measure negative emotions and symptoms of depression, positive psychologists utilize measures such as the Satisfaction with Life Scale and the Steen Happiness Index to measure an individual’s state of well-being. While differing definitions of happiness abound, it is essentially the experience of positive emotions, combined with feelings of meaning and purpose. Because happiness can be an unwieldy term for empirical study, Martin Seligman and his colleagues have divided happiness into three distinct and measurable components: pleasure, engagement, and meaning. Extensive research has confirmed that pursuing any

---

Strengths of Character, Orientations to Happiness, and Life Satisfaction, 2 J. Positive Psychol. 149, 152 (2007).


200. Id.

201. Id. For more on the distinction between a “calling orientation” and a “job orientation” toward work, see Amy Wrzesniewski et al., Jobs, Careers, and Callings: People’s Relations to Their Work, 31 J. Res. Personality 21 (1997).

202. Happiness and subjective well-being are essentially the same thing, and we will continue to use the terms interchangeably here. The term “subjective well-being” is more common in scientific parlance because it emphasizes that happiness is inherently subjective; it is about how people think of their lives and what they consider to be important. Ed Diener & Robert Biswas-Diener, Happiness 4 (2008).


204. See Beck & Burns, supra note 95.

205. Diener et al., supra note 78, at 71.

206. Seligman et al., supra note 29, at 414.


208. Seligman and his colleagues describe these components respectively as 1) pursuing or maximizing frequent positive feelings, 2) being engaged in the activities of life, and 3) finding meaning in life or cultivating a meaningful life. Christopher Peterson, Nansook Park & Martin E.P. Seligman, Orientations to Happiness and Life Satisfaction: The Full Life Versus the Empty Life, 6
of these three contributes to life satisfaction, but that the happiest people are those who experience all three together (thereby living what Peterson calls the “Full Life”).

In measuring the happiness of individuals, positive psychologists have made a number of interesting findings. For instance, positive emotions are not just psychological effects: they also can be significant causal factors in behavioral outcomes. Psychologists Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener have discovered that happy workers are more productive than unhappy workers; they also perform better in managerial positions, produce higher sales, and receive better job evaluations and higher pay. While causation goes both ways—people can be happy because they receive higher pay—longitudinal studies have found happiness to be a significant causal factor of these positive outcomes. For instance, one study measured positive emotion in 272 employees and then followed their job performance for eighteen months. Those who were happier at the beginning went on to receive better evaluations and higher pay eighteen months later, even after controlling for other factors. Another study found that individuals who were happy as college freshmen went on to earn higher salaries sixteen years later, despite having no initial wealth advantage. Other studies that induce happiness in the laboratory and then look at subsequent performance show that children put into a good mood choose higher goals for themselves and perform better on cognitive tasks. In sum, happiness is not just a feeling that results from good events; it can also be an important part of why good events occur in the first place.

Psychologists have also discovered that, in addition to playing a causal role in behavioral outcomes, a preponderance of positive emotions can actually lead to greater physical well-being. One team of researchers exposed groups of happy,


209. Id. at 35. In their definitions of happiness, positive psychologists often refer to the Greek term “eudaimonia,” which Aristotle described as the highest good. Though directly translated as “happiness,” eudaimonia can be more accurately defined as “human flourishing.” It conveys not just pleasurable feelings (“hedonia”) but the deeper experience of living in accordance with one’s virtues. So while positive psychologists recognize that pleasure is an important part of happiness, research confirms that people who pursue meaning, or goals more eudaimonic in nature, are more satisfied with life than those who pursue only pleasure. See PETERSON, supra note 191, at 78-79.


211. Id. at 822-23.


neutral, and unhappy people to a strain of the cold virus and then kept them isolated for a week to avoid any confounding distractions. Amazingly, the happier individuals were better able to fight off the virus. They reported fewer symptoms like sneezing and congestion, and they also had fewer objective signs of illness as measured by doctors.  

Researchers have made remarkable findings on the relationship between health and happiness by examining groups of people outside of the laboratory as well. One study examined autobiographical journal entries written by Catholic nuns while they were in their early twenties. The researchers found that the nuns whose autobiographies contained evidence of more positive emotions lived longer than the nuns whose autobiographies contained more negative or neutral content.  

Indeed, 90% of the most cheerful quartile of nuns were alive at age eighty-five compared to only 34% of the least cheerful quartile. Another study on the health effects of happiness followed 2282 Mexican-Americans aged sixty-five and older over the course of two years. Researchers found that those who experienced more positive emotions lived longer and suffered from less disability. “After controlling for age, income, education, weight, smoking, drinking, and disease, the researchers found that happy people were half as likely to die, and half as likely to become disabled.” Positive emotions do not just improve the quality of life, they can expand the length of it as well.

While the first two foundations of positive psychology—positive character traits and positive emotions—have spawned thousands of research studies over the years, the third foundation—positive institutions—has so far garnered less empirical attention. Here, even positive psychology’s advocates acknowledge that the work has barely begun. This third foundation is premised on the idea


217. SELIGMAN, supra note 1, at 4. The longitudinal nature of this study helps answer the question about causation that so often arises in correlational studies: the fact that the nuns’ emotional expression at age twenty-two predicted their physical health six decades years later suggests that positive emotions are the causal factor in this relationship and makes a strong case against health as the causal factor. Indeed, after years of medical research on the physical effects of negative emotions like stress and anger, coupled with these more recent studies on positive emotions, most doctors and psychologists now accept, as the authors of the Nun Study explain, “the knowledge that there are universal, patterned emotional responses that affect physiology in ways that are potentially damaging or beneficial.” Danner et al., supra note 216, at 804.

218. SELIGMAN, supra note 1, at 40. A preponderance of similar studies has led Seligman to conclude that there is now an “unambiguous picture of happiness as a prolonger of life and improver of health.” Id.

219. Gable & Haidt, supra note 27, at 108.
that there are certain institutions, communities, and groups that foster human flourishing.\footnote{220. SELIGMAN, supra note 1, at xiii.} Just as emotions can be negative, neutral, or positive, so can families, churches, businesses, and national governments. What are the components of positive institutions, and what are the mechanisms behind their success? How do certain companies get the very best out of their employees, and why do some schools have happier students than others? Researchers are only beginning to answer these questions. One of the purposes of this Article is to explore further what a law school can do to become a positive institution—one that not only educates its students but also makes an active effort to preserve, if not actively improve, its students’ personal well-being.

Thus far, we have discussed how positive psychology investigates and explains well-being. The next question is whether or not a person’s level of well-being can be meaningfully improved and how that change can come about. Fortunately, decades of research on the inheritance of happiness have revealed a general consensus among psychologists that while 50% of our happiness is genetically predetermined and 10% is based on external circumstances, up to 40% is within our control and can be altered through intentional activities.\footnote{221. See Sonja Lyubomirsky, Kennon M. Sheldon & David Schkade, Pursuing Happiness: The Architecture of Sustainable Change, 9 REV. GEN. PSYCHOL. 111, 116 (2005). Evidence for an inherited happiness “set-point” can be found in Lykken and Tellegen’s 1996 study on identical twins. The authors concluded that because of the strong genetic influence on happiness (their research put it at nearly 80%), “trying to be happier is as futile as trying to be taller.” David Lykken & Auke Tellegen, Happiness Is a Stochastic Phenomenon, 7 PSYCHOL. SCI. 186, 189 (1996), however, enough opposing research emerged over subsequent years that in 2000 Lykken officially retracted that statement and allowed that individuals can in fact change their level of happiness. DAVID LYKKEN, HAPPINESS: THE NATURE AND NURTURE OF JOY AND CONTENTMENT 3 (2000). Common scientific opinion today holds that an individual’s level of happiness is represented by the following equation: Happiness = genetic set-point (50%) + life circumstances (10%) + volitional activity (40%). See e.g., LYUBOMIRSKY, supra note 207, at 20-22: Lyubomirsky et al., supra, at 116.} Positive psychologists encourage individuals to take advantage of this discovery by participating in exercises, or “interventions,” that are designed to increase happiness and decrease depressive symptoms. Two simple, but empirically well-tested, examples will serve to illustrate.

**Exercise Number 1: Using Signature Strengths in a New Way.** Signature strengths are those character strengths from the VIA that are most strongly present in a particular individual. Psychologists have created a survey instrument to help individuals identify their top five strengths.\footnote{222. See University of Pennsylvania Authentic Happiness, Authentic Happiness Research Projects Seeking Participants, http://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/resources.aspx (last visited Apr. 25, 2009) (noting that the Positive Psychology Center is seeking participants for online research studies and offering the VIA Signature Strengths Questionnaire, among other assessments.} As tested by Seligman et
al., this exercise requires participants to take this inventory and utilize one of their top five strengths in a new and different way every day for one week. In a randomized controlled study of 577 adult participants, researchers found that individuals who completed this exercise for one week were significantly happier and less depressed than those utilizing a placebo exercise. Moreover, the benefits of the intervention are enduring; they appeared at the one-month follow-up and continued for the three-month and six-month follow-ups.

**Exercise Number 2: Practicing Gratitude.** This intervention requires that individuals write down a short list of things they are grateful for every day or every week. In the first set of studies on this exercise, a group of participants wrote down five things they were grateful for once a week for ten weeks in a row. At the end of the study, compared to control groups who wrote about negative or neutral topics each week, the gratitude groups were happier, more optimistic, and even reported fewer physical problems (such as headaches). Further studies on individuals with chronic illnesses revealed that, on days when they wrote down what they were grateful for, they experienced increased positive emotions (including feelings of joy, excitement, and pride). They felt more connected to other people, and their quality of sleep improved. In yet another study, participants who wrote down three good things each day for a week were happier and less depressed than the control group (who performed a placebo exercise) at the one-month, three-month, and six-month follow-ups. As with the signature strength exercise, participants were even more likely to remain happier the longer they continued the exercise.

These examples are small but significant indications of the power of positive psychology. That such seemingly simple exercises can result in measurable and statistically significant increases in happiness and decreases in depression says much about our ability to change our own well-being through intentional activities. Interventions such as these could provide the basis for a positive psychology program for law students that could help to create a buffer against the
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223. Seligman et al., *supra* note 29, at 415-16.
224. Id. at 418-19.
225. These items need not be profound or complicated, but they should be specific. In one of the gratitude studies that produced significant happiness benefits, typical items recorded by participants included “mom,” “a healthy body,” and “AOL instant messenger.” Lyubomirsky, *supra* note 207, at 91.
227. Id. (discussing the results of three randomized controlled trials).
stress and depression associated with law school study.

B. Using Positive Psychology To Help Improve Law Student Well-Being

Although it is easy to describe the basic principles of positive psychology, it is considerably more difficult to develop a program to improve the lives of law students and help prevent stress and depression. Nevertheless, we have several suggestions to help administrators, faculty, and students begin to think about how they might utilize this powerful new research. All of these suggestions require the development of a proactive program of positive psychology interventions as part of an integrated plan to reach law students at the very beginning of their law school experience. The goal of the plan would be to develop in students habits and routines that will help them cope with any possible cause of stress and depression in law school, be it the stress of large-class Socratic teaching or the disappointment that 90% of the class will feel about not being in the top 10%. Moreover, as the research on the benefits of happiness has borne out, a positive psychology program would not simply diminish the incidence of depression in law students’ lives but also help them cultivate the positive emotions and skills necessary to foster optimal performance and improve physical well-being.

1. Learned Optimism and the Emotional Paradox of Legal Education

More than three decades of scientific research have revealed that optimism is one of the most powerful predictors of both happiness and depression. While optimism is typically defined as a positive expectation about the future—a belief that good things will happen—researchers in the field focus not only on the target of people’s optimism (“My exam will go well next week”) but also on how they believe they will reach that target (“I have faith in my ability to perform well under pressure”). As it turns out, people who have these beliefs...
experience a whole host of mental, emotional, and behavioral advantages. For instance, optimists set a greater number of goals, and more difficult goals, than pessimists do, and they invest more effort in attaining these goals. Optimists are also more likely to stay engaged in the face of difficulty and persist when encountering obstacles. In this way, optimism is often self-fulfilling. Optimists also cope better in high stress situations and are able to maintain high levels of well-being during times of hardship. Even physical health is affected by optimism: one study found that individuals who were optimistic after undergoing coronary bypass surgery had a higher quality of life six months later. Another study found that optimistic thinking as a young adult accurately predicted good health thirty-five years later.

Some of the most important optimism studies in the field of psychology have been conducted on what researchers call an individual's personal explanatory style, or "the habitual way an individual explains the causes of events." Someone with an optimistic explanatory style sees negative events as local and short-lived ("It's not that bad, and it will get better"), while someone with a pessimistic explanatory style sees them as more pervasive and permanent ("It's really bad, and it's going to stay that way"). Through a series of landmark studies leaders and arguing that it is the unwarranted high self-esteem of such persons that causes their violence).


234. See, e.g., SELIGMAN, supra note 231, at 102; Carver & Scheier, supra note 230, at 237.


239. Satterfield et al., supra note 21, at 95. As explained above, psychologists differ slightly in their conceptions of optimism, which makes optimism more of an umbrella term for these different strands of research. Explanatory style is one such strand, and for our purposes here we can use the terms optimism and optimistic explanatory style interchangeably. See supra note 231. For a detailed description of how these theories converge and diverge, see Carver & Scheier, supra note 230, at 232-33.
in the 1970s and 1980s, Martin Seligman and his fellow researchers discovered that utilizing a pessimistic explanatory style was a significant cause of depression and learned helplessness. Conversely, they found that using an optimistic explanatory style is an accurate predictor of happiness, resilience, high motivation, and job success. From insurance salesmen to collegiate athletes, individuals with an optimistic explanatory style perform better than their pessimistic counterparts and often exceed the expectations that their sheer abilities predict. More significantly for our purposes here, researchers have found that an optimistic explanatory style also predicts academic achievement. Rigorously controlled studies have shown that students who are evaluated as having an optimistic explanatory style have a higher grade point average in school, even when controlling for SAT scores and depression. This holds true even at the U.S. Military Academy: Plebes who are optimistic upon entry are not only more likely to make it through the rigors of the first year, but they also perform better academically than their SATs predict; the pessimists, in contrast, perform worse than their SATs predict and are more likely to drop out.

The findings on optimism are particularly impressive because they are not merely correlational; Seligman and his colleagues found that they could teach individuals to be more optimistic, and in so doing, they could actively bring about these positive outcomes. In one such example, psychologists ran a twelve-week optimism training program for fifth and sixth graders. The children who were taught to adopt a more optimistic explanatory style reported fewer symptoms of depression than a control group, and remained less depressed for


241. Satterfield et al., supra note 21; see also EXPLANATORY STYLE (Gregory McClell Buchanan & Martin E.P. Seligman eds., 1995); Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, Joan Girgus & Martin E.P. Seligman. Learned Helplessness in Children: A Longitudinal Study of Depression, Achievement, and Explanatory Style, 51 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 435 (1986); Peterson & Barrett, supra note 240, at 603; Jason M. Satterfield & Martin E.P. Seligman, Military Aggression and Risk Predicted by Explanatory Style, 5 PSYCHOL. SCI. 77 (1994); Scheier et al., supra note 237.

242. For the study on insurance agents at Met Life, see Martin E.P. Seligman & Peter Schulman, Explanatory Style as a Predictor of Productivity and Quitting Among Life Insurance Agents, 50 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 832 (1986). For the study on collegiate athletes, see Martin E.P. Seligman et al., Explanatory Style as a Mechanism of Disappointing Athletic Performance, 1 PSYCHOL. SCI. 143 (1990).

243. Satterfield et al., supra note 21, at 96.

244. Id.; see SELIGMAN, supra note 231, at 150-54; Peterson & Barrett, supra note 240, at 603.

245. SELIGMAN, supra note 231, at 152-53.

246. See, e.g., id. at 207-34.
two years after the program ended. As Seligman explained,

pessimism is escapable. Pessimists can in fact learn to be optimists, and not
through mindless devices like whistling a happy tune or mouthing platitudes
(“Every day, in every way, I’m getting better and better”), but by learning a
new set of cognitive skills. Far from being the creations of boosters or of the
popular media, these skills were discovered in the laboratories and clinics of
leading psychologists and psychiatrists and then rigorously validated.

If an optimistic explanatory style can improve both subjective well-being
and academic performance, and if optimism can be learned by students, this
suggests a prescription for improving both the quality of life and academic
performance of law students. But there is a catch, and that is what we term the
emotional paradox of law school education. In all of the studies conducted by
psychologists on the impact of explanatory style on academic performance, the
only academic setting in which a pessimistic explanatory style has been
associated with improved academic performance is law school.

In 1997, researchers published a study of students at the University of
Virginia Law School in which they attempted to correlate explanatory style with
law school academic success. Students were given the usual survey instrument
to assess explanatory style at the start of their first semester of law school. The
researchers obtained an exceptionally high response rate of 97% (n = 387). The
academic performance was measured by law school grade point average, class
participation ratings, participation in legal assistance programs, moot court
performance, and law journal membership. The researchers also gathered
information on the “admissions index” (comprised of the LSAT score and
undergraduate GPA) assigned by the University of Virginia Law School during
the admissions process, and they used this index “to partial out the effect of prior
ability on law school performance.” The results of the study surprised the
researchers: “Explanatory style scores significantly predicted GPA paradoxically
showing more pessimism related to higher achievement . . . . [S]tudents scoring
in the pessimistic and midrange of explanatory style significantly outperformed
optimistic students.” Explanatory style was not predictive for other success
measures including moot court performance, law review membership.

247. Jane E. Gillham & Karen J. Reivich, Prevention of Depressive Symptoms in
Schoolchildren: A Research Update, 10 PSYCHOL. SCI. 461 (1999).
248. SELIGMAN, supra note 231, at 5.
249. Satterfield et al., supra note 21.
250. Id. at 96.
251. Id. at 97.
252. Id.
253. Id. at 98.
community involvement, and classroom participation. 254

So, how does one explain the results of the study? The researchers suggested that a form of prudence or an analytical approach peculiar to the law might explain the apparent paradox. They hypothesized:

Perhaps under the more rigorous demands and specific intellectual requirements of law school, diligent students who develop a sense of healthy skepticism are the highest achievers. In fact, careful attention to detail, considering all sides of an argument, seeing all potential pitfalls or catastrophes, attention to precedent rather than saltatory creativity, and thoroughness are typically seen as important traits for the successful lawyer. 255

This conclusion may be supported by the link the researchers found between explanatory style and success on the LSAT. In their study, higher degrees of pessimism and non-optimism were strongly correlated with higher scores on the LSAT. Thus, the researchers speculated that “[p]erhaps optimism or non-pessimism is positively related to more general forms of academic achievement (e.g. SAT and UGPA) but is contraindicated for more quantitative, logical tasks (e.g. LSAT, law school).” 256

This study poses some difficult and troubling questions for law schools. It complicates the use of positive psychology techniques for learned optimism as a solution to stress and depression in law school because it at least suggests the possibility that by teaching optimism in order to insulate against depression, we could be adversely affecting the legal analytical development of law students. Thus, it is important to examine the link between a pessimistic explanatory style and success in law school in order to determine whether a more optimistic approach could be taught without affecting the learning and development of necessary legal analytical abilities.

254. Id.
255. Id. at 103.
256. Id. The researchers also looked at the other side of the equation, that pessimistic law students might be more subject to depression than would be suggested by the previous studies on explanatory style. Initially, the researchers noted that the pessimistic law students “might appear more prudent or cautious instead of helpless because other abilities or circumstances have attenuated or minimized the depressogenic effects of a pessimistic explanatory style. Perhaps talent, financial security, successful undergraduate experiences, or interpersonal skills have helped compensate for what might otherwise predispose them to depression and disempowerment.” Id. at 103-04. The researchers did acknowledge that they could not rule out the possibility that law school pessimists were at a greater risk for depression since the study did not include any measures of depression, and they had no follow-up data. They concluded that only additional research would answer that question. Id. at 104. Based on the research discussed earlier in this article, it seems clear that, although we cannot directly attribute the depression to a pessimistic explanatory style, law students clearly suffer elevated levels of stress and depression.
The Virginia study’s authors could be correct that there is a connection between a pessimistic explanatory style and the analytical approach that is taught and valued in law schools, but the concept of “prudence” does not precisely capture what that connection might be. Prudence is certainly a trait that is valued in the legal profession. Indeed, as one of the study’s authors noted in a later article:

Prudence enables a good lawyer to see snares and catastrophes that might conceivably occur in any given transaction. The ability to anticipate a whole range of problems that non-lawyers do not see is highly adaptive for the practicing lawyer. Indeed clients would be less effectively served if lawyers did not so behave, even though this ability to question occasionally leads to lawyers being labeled as deal breakers or obstructionists.  

Although this statement certainly seems correct with respect to lawyers, it does not apply to how most law students are graded in law school. For better or for worse, law students are not graded on the kinds of tasks that require lawyers to exercise the kind of prudence described by Seligman.

As the study authors recognize, law school testing focuses on the ability to analyze a complex fact situation in light of difficult legal principles, requiring students to assess a problem from all angles and see many perspectives. This is different, however, from the prudence Seligman describes because it is not so much foreseeing problems that might occur in the future and planning for those problems, but rather identifying problems with legal arguments and developing a critical approach to analyzing legal issues. Law schools teach students to look for flaws in arguments, and they train them to be critical rather than accepting. This ability is a crucial skill for lawyers in practice, but, if applied to one’s personal life, may have significant negative consequences. Training in critical analysis may lead students to apply the same critical approach to their own life and the problems that they encounter in personal relationships. That may lead students to overestimate the significance and permanence of the problems they encounter, which is precisely the kind of pessimistic explanatory style that leads to stress and depression.

In addition to the critical analytical style that is taught and rewarded in law school, there are other reasons why pessimistic law students may do better. The

257. Seligman et al., supra note 3, at 56.

258. One truly disconcerting possibility, not mentioned by the study’s authors, is that law professors may teach students to adopt a pessimistic explanatory style. If optimism can be learned, it stands to reason that pessimism can be learned as well. If we teach what we test on, and both the material that we teach and test rewards a pessimistic explanatory style, we may in effect be teaching our students to adopt a depressogenic perspective on life. If true, it is all the more reason to develop a program to help buffer students against stress and depression while they learn the legal analytical style in class.
use of the Socratic method in law schools and the goal of teaching analytical skills in class rather than simply imparting information put a unique emphasis upon extensive class preparation. In a class in which the goal is primarily to impart information, the students’ level of preparation has relatively little impact on the ability of the student to learn what is necessary in class. In a Socratic classroom, however, a student who is unprepared on the day’s material is unlikely to learn much from the Socratic dialogue going on in class. Pessimistic law students are likely to be more worried about being called upon in a Socratic classroom and, therefore, may tend to prepare more for class than their more optimistic compatriots. That extra preparation, and the benefit it confers in acquiring the analytical methods being taught in class, may be what gives pessimistic law students an edge on the exam.

Whatever the precise nature of the link between explanatory style and law school performance, the emotional paradox of legal education may provide an opportunity for important emotional training that will benefit law students not only while they are in law school, but in their life after law school as well. It is a truism in the legal world that lawyers have a hard time turning off their legal skills when they come home from work. Most litigators have had the experience of being told that they were “deposing” their children as they asked them about their day around the dinner table. Personal disputes and interactions do not go well when carried out with lawyerly analytical precision. Law students find out quickly that their relationships with people outside of law school suffer when they identify a tort or a breach of contract in every interaction.259 The beginning of law school is the time to help budding lawyers sort out the difference between the skills that are useful in their legal career and the skills that will enhance their personal lives and improve their relationships.

In short, if academic success in law school does indeed require a more critical and pessimistic approach in the classroom, and if pessimism used outside the classroom is a leading cause of depression, then law students seem to be at a significant disadvantage when it comes to avoiding depression. Of course, these conclusions are based upon only one study at one law school. It is possible that additional studies may produce different results, so the subject is surely worthy of further empirical research. The Virginia study was sufficiently rigorous such that we should pay attention to its results. The findings make it clear that the use of optimism-building exercises as a means of warding off law student depression is not contra-indicated, but doubly necessary. Students need to learn how to separate the skills they use in their professional and private lives so that the pessimism necessary for academic success does not bleed into everything else.260

259. See lijima, supra note 15, at 528.
260. It is well documented that people can develop flexible optimism—the ability to be pessimistic in professional life and optimistic in private life—through training. SELIGMAN, supra note 1, at 181.
Optimism training would give these students a crucial set of tools to cultivate happiness outside of the classroom.

2. The Broaden-and-Build Theory of Positive Emotions

Barbara Fredrickson of the University of North Carolina has developed a theory about the impact of positive emotions that could be of significant help in designing a program to help law students resist stress and depression. Her approach, which she calls the “broaden-and-build theory,” suggests that positive emotions are more than indicators that a person is flourishing; positive emotions can also create mental health and well-being. Fredrickson’s theory begins with the idea that positive emotions have different characteristics and functions than negative emotions. Prior to Fredrickson’s work, psychologists had developed a general theory of the development of emotions that emphasized that emotions are associated with a tendency to act in a particular way. Psychologists theorized that this tendency is the result of natural selection in which emotions have prompted certain actions that have a specific benefit in preserving a person’s life (such as fear prompting immediate flight). Fredrickson argues, however, that although this model may be appropriate for negative emotions, it does not adequately account for positive emotions.

While negative emotions narrowly focus the mind and direct the body to a very specific action, positive emotions broaden a person’s possibilities for thought and action. For instance, Fredrickson’s studies show that individuals who have been primed to feel a positive emotion (either amusement or contentment) are better able to conceive of a diverse array of immediate actions than individuals who have been primed to feel either of two negative emotions (anxiety or anger). Other studies have confirmed that individuals experiencing positive emotions such as enjoyment and amusement exhibit more creativity and better cognitive organization than individuals experiencing negative emotions like sadness, anger, or anxiety. For instance, four-year-old children who are
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267. For a full review, see FREDRICKSON, supra note 265.
told to think of a happy memory are better able to complete learning tasks than children who are given neutral instructions.  

Elementary school students who are told to think about something happy before taking a standardized math test outperform their peers. And MBA students who are primed to feel positive emotions before taking part in a business negotiation secure more concessions and close the deal more successfully than their negative and neutral counterparts. Because of the broadening effect of positive emotions, individuals are able to depart from habitual responses to problems and analyze complex issues to arrive at new and creative solutions.

In one of the simplest, and yet most powerful, studies on this broadening effect of positive emotions, researchers divided a sample of forty-four expert doctors into three groups, all of whom were asked to make a difficult diagnosis. Before performing the diagnosis task, one group was given a gift of candy (to induce positive emotion), one was given statements to read related to humanistic medicine, and one was a control group. (It should be noted that no doctor actually ate the candy, so the results can be attributed to the positive emotion caused by receiving a gift, not from raised blood sugar.) The goal of the study was not only to see how fast they performed the diagnosis, but also how flexible they were in their thinking, because diagnosis errors often result from an inflexibility called “anchoring.”

The results of the study were remarkable. The doctors in the positive emotion group were both more efficient with their diagnosis and showed the least “anchoring” in their thinking. Specifically, doctors in the positive emotion group gave the correct diagnosis about twice as fast and showed over 60% less anchoring (i.e., more intellectual flexibility) than the other two groups. This


271. Fredrickson, supra note 261.


273. Id. at 119. Anchoring is the tendency to latch on to the first available data and refuse to consider subsequent data that might alter the diagnosis. When a doctor remains wedded to an original theory even in the face of new information, he runs a much higher risk of misdiagnosis. Id.

274. Id. at 126-27. The positive emotion group gave the correct hypothesis 20% of the way through their transcript, as opposed to 39% for the control and 36% for the statements group. The positive emotion group received an average anchoring rating of 1.5, versus 3.9 in the control and 3.7 in the statements group. Id.
study is one of many to show that an influx of positive emotion (whether induced by receiving a small gift, reading positive words, or watching a humorous video) markedly improves decision-making and cognitive flexibility.\textsuperscript{275} As the authors point out, there are some important implications: first, that “seemingly mild or small affect interventions” can induce enough positive emotion in people to create a cognitive advantage, and second, that “teaching environments that are pleasant and supportive” might lead not only to happier individuals, but also to individuals capable of greater creativity and insight.\textsuperscript{276}

In addition to the broadening effect, positive emotions build a person’s intellectual, emotional, and physical resilience. One way they do this is by correcting the damage caused by negative emotions, what Fredrickson terms “the undoing effect.”\textsuperscript{277} To test this theory, Fredrickson and her colleagues conducted an experiment in which participants were asked to prepare a difficult time-pressured speech. The participants were told that the speech might be videotaped and evaluated by their peers.\textsuperscript{278} The subjects, when faced with this task, experienced anxiety and measurable increases in heart rate, peripheral vasoconstriction, and blood pressure. The researchers then randomly assigned the participants to view one of four different films. Two of the films were designed to provoke the positive emotions of joy and contentment, one was emotionally neutral, and the fourth was designed to induce sadness. Fredrickson’s hypothesis was that the participants who viewed the films designed to induce positive emotions would experience a faster recovery from the speech-induced negative physical effects. In three separate and independent samples, the subjects who reviewed the films associated with positive emotions did in fact experience a more rapid recovery than the subjects who viewed the emotionally neutral film, and the subjects who viewed the sadness-inducing film recovered least quickly of all the participants.\textsuperscript{279} Fredrickson concluded that although the mechanisms behind the undoing effect are still unknown, positive emotions are clearly powerful enough to mediate “undoing at the cardiovascular level.”\textsuperscript{280} In other
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words, an influx of positive emotions not only broadens at the cognitive level but also acts to reduce stress and anxiety at the physical level.

This experiment resonates particularly powerfully in the law school context. Some law student stress and anxiety results from the prospect of having to speak and respond to questions in the large classroom context. Law students seem to experience precisely the same symptoms as the participants in Fredrickson's study from essentially the same cause (public-speaking anxiety). If positive emotions helped the subjects of Fredrickson's study to recover from the stressful event more quickly, positive emotions might accomplish a similar ameliorating effect for law students. As Fredrickson concluded, "Evidence for the undoing effect of positive emotions suggests that people might improve their psychological well-being, and perhaps also their physical health, by cultivating experiences of positive emotions at opportune moments to cope with negative emotions." Positive emotions thus contribute to psychological resilience, the ability to "bounce back from stressful experiences quickly and efficiently, just as resilient metals bend but do not break."

Because positive emotions are durable, they build resources that long outlast the feelings themselves; this provides continuing strength to overcome future obstacles and often creates an upward spiral of positive well-being. Psychologists have long been familiar with the kind of downward spiral in which negative emotions and a pessimistic outlook can build on themselves and lead to depression. Based upon the initial research on positive emotions, the broaden-and-build theory predicts a comparable spiral in which positive emotions and the broadened thinking they engender also influence one another reciprocally, leading to appreciable increases in emotional well-being over time. Positive emotions may trigger these upward spirals, in part by building resilience and influencing the way people cope with adversity.

In fact, that is precisely what empirical research has revealed: an increase in positive emotions leads to enhanced coping skills, which in turn predicts more positive emotions. In one study, Fredrickson tested individuals on their level of positive emotion and then tracked their ability to practice "broad-minded coping," that is, their ability to see multiple solutions to a problem and to step back from an obstacle and consider it objectively. Those who experienced more
positive emotions at Time 1 were indeed better at broad-minded coping at Time 2, and as their coping skills increased, so too did their positive emotions.\textsuperscript{287} These findings hold true not just in the laboratory but also in studies of people enduring national crises, like September 11, 2001,\textsuperscript{288} and in studies of people who are enduring their own personal crises, such as losing a spouse.\textsuperscript{289}

The implications of this research for law schools are striking. To put it bluntly, students who spend three years in law school focused solely on work, at the expense of time spent with friends and family, recreation, personal hobbies, and other activities that might induce positive emotion, seem to be putting their personal happiness at risk, decreasing their psychological resilience, and perhaps even limiting their cognitive ability. Whatever law schools can do to limit this occurrence would therefore be a welcome reform. A comprehensive, proactive effort to insulate law students from stress and depression should include an educational component to explain the benefits of positive emotions and a programmatic component that provides opportunities for students to discover and experience those positive emotions. This may involve advisors simply urging their students not to lose sight of the people and activities that bring them joy while in law school; it may involve offering a training on how to maintain a healthy work-life balance; or it may involve more formal law school sponsored events to directly induce positive emotion—from intramural sports and movie nights to community service days and class trips. Moving from psychological theory to its application in the law school context is obviously tricky, and the process will undoubtedly be full of false starts and experimental efforts that are less than complete successes. But two facts should motivate every law school to try: 1) the magnitude of the problem is indisputable, and 2) the only way to discover how to apply this new and potentially transformative research is to imagine ways to use it and test the options.

3. The Benefits of Strengths-Based Education

The premise behind the strengths theory of positive psychology is that people can benefit from a focus on those qualities and actions that come naturally to them, that they enjoy doing, and that they do well. In this way, a strength can be defined as a “pre-existing capacity for a particular way of behaving, thinking, or feeling that is authentic and energising to the user, and enables optimal


functioning, development, and performance. In fact, people who use their strengths experience higher levels of energy, goal attainment, congruence, and well-being. Working on enhancing strengths has been associated with numerous positive outcomes in the workplace, including increased employee engagement and job success. As mentioned above, research shows that at workplaces where employees believe they have the “opportunity to do what [they] do best,” there is a significantly higher rate of loyalty and employee retention and also a much higher annual yield of employee productivity. We also have reason to believe this relationship is causal: workplace trainings designed to help employees identify their strengths and then use them more often have proven remarkably successful at improving productivity, engagement, and company profit and at lowering employee turnover.

Identifying one’s strengths and then exercising them daily has also proven to increase personal fulfillment for many people. Since Peterson and Seligman made their VIA strengths assessment available online, hundreds of thousands of people have received personalized feedback about their top five signature strengths. As noted in Section IV.A, Peterson and Seligman’s empirical research demonstrated the long-term benefits of an intervention encouraging
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participants to utilize their signature strengths in a new way each day.\textsuperscript{304} Moreover, focusing on personal strengths has also proven successful in the field of education. A study at the University of California-Los Angeles showed that students who were given feedback about their strengths and taught to integrate them into their lives experienced significant increases in self-confidence, self-reflection, and direction.\textsuperscript{305} Another study showed that strengths-based curriculum delivered over a four-year period at a Midwestern high school resulted in students with fewer absences and higher GPAs.\textsuperscript{306} In a recent university level study, incoming freshmen were informed of their top strengths before they arrived on campus and were encouraged to reinforce these strengths throughout the year. At the end of freshman year, the students had increased levels of academic self-efficacy and life satisfaction compared to a control group.\textsuperscript{307}

Moreover, our own research suggests that there are certain signature strengths that seem to be associated with resistance to stress and depression among law students. We discuss this aspect of our research and the additional suggestions for the use and development of signature strengths below. As we will show, there is evidence to suggest that encouraging the development of certain strengths may help law students counter the negative emotions engendered by law school.\textsuperscript{308}

4. Applying Strengths Theory to Legal Education: An Empirical Study

We conducted an empirical study of students at The George Washington University Law School to examine the use of personal strengths as a possible component of a plan to relieve law student distress. The present study builds off the foundation of strengths-based research discussed above by further testing the theory that focusing on one's strengths in daily life is associated with greater life satisfaction. This experiment applies the theory to the law student population, in the hope that it will help explain why some students manage to maintain high levels of well-being in law school despite the heightened risk for depression. Our
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hypothesis is that the students who are able to use their top strengths often in their daily lives will report higher levels of happiness and lower levels of stress and depression than those students who use their top strengths less often.

We asked professors in the first-year courses to invite their students to participate in the survey and requested the president of the Student Bar Association to send an e-mail to the student body with an invitation to take an online questionnaire. Of the approximately 1500 students enrolled at this law school, 140 students elected to participate (64 men and 76 women). The majority of respondents were in their first year at law school (63%), but there were also second- (16%) and third-year (21%) students represented in the sample. Participants’ ethnicity was not recorded.

The recruitment e-mail (see Appendix A) explained that the online questionnaire was part of a study on student well-being in law school. It stated that the study was unaffiliated with the law school and that participation was voluntary and anonymous. The students who agreed to participate were asked to click on a link in the e-mail that directed them to the questionnaire, which took about fifteen minutes to complete. The study was administered at the end of March, while classes were ongoing, but near the end of the law school’s second semester (classes concluded in mid-April).

a. Questionnaire

The online questionnaire (see Appendix B) began with three demographic questions asking students to identify their gender, year in law school, and GPA. Among the remaining seventy-eight questions, there were four psychological measures used for this study; the first three measures assessed the well-being of the law students along three different dimensions—life satisfaction, stress, and depression—and the fourth measure assessed the different character strengths displayed by the students and how often they used them. All four measures are commonly used self-report instruments that have been tested for reliability and validity. The specific measures are as follows:

The Satisfaction With Life Scale measures overall life satisfaction by asking respondents how strongly they agree with five statements, such as “the conditions of my life are excellent.” Participants then rate their responses on a seven-point scale, from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” The test has been used to measure life satisfaction in populations around the world and is positively associated with other measures of subjective well-being.

To measure stress level, students were given the ten-item Perceived Stress Scale...
Scale (PSS-10). The PSS-10 measures the degree to which students perceive their own lives as stressful, with questions such as, “In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the things that you had to do?” Answers are rated on a five-point scale, and higher scores indicate higher levels of perceived stress.\(^\text{311}\)

We measured depression with the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), which is a twenty-item scale that asks respondents to identify how often they have experienced certain depressive symptoms over the last week.\(^\text{312}\) Scores range from zero to sixty, with higher scores indicating increased symptomology and a score of sixteen or above indicating a high risk of clinical depression.\(^\text{313}\)

To identify the subjects’ signature strengths, we used a questionnaire based upon Peterson and Seligman’s *Character Strengths and Virtues: A Handbook and Classification*, in which the authors identified twenty-four strengths of character that facilitate human flourishing.\(^\text{314}\) To identify these strengths in individuals, the authors developed a VIA Inventory of Strengths questionnaire that has been demonstrated to be valid and reliable.\(^\text{315}\) While the full VIA Inventory of Strengths uses 240 questions to identify a person’s five “signature strengths,” a shorter twenty-four item VIA Brief Strengths Test has been developed for more time-pressured situations, which is what we used for this study. The test consists of twenty-four questions, each corresponding to one of the twenty-four character strengths. The questions ask participants to think of their everyday life and then say how frequently they exhibited each strength when it was possible to do so. For instance, to identify a participant’s strength of gratitude, the question asks: “Think of actual situations in which someone else helped or benefited you. How frequently did you show gratitude or thankfulness?” Answers are then coded on a six-point scale, from “Never/Rarely” to “Always,” with the option of choosing “Not Applicable.”

Finally, to measure how often participants are able to use their strengths in
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daily life, students were asked this final question: “Think about what you consider to be your top strengths. How often do you use your top strengths in your everyday life?” Answers were rated on a seven-point scale, ranging from one for “Never” to seven for “Always.”

b. Results

The law students reported a mean stress score of 18.76 (n = 132; SD = 7.99) and a mean depression score of 19.65 (n = 117; SD = 11.13). Sixty-two students (53%) scored above a 16 on the CES-D scale, which is the threshold for a clinically significant level of depression. On the Satisfaction with Life Scale, students reported a mean score of 21.12 (n = 140; SD = 8.01). Table 1 shows a more detailed breakdown of students’ life satisfaction based on their score ranges. Forty-one percent of the law students scored in the “dissatisfied” ranges of life satisfaction. Table 2 shows the mean scores on each outcome measure, broken down by class year. Third-year students showed statistically significant decreases in stress and depression, and an increase in life satisfaction, compared to first-year students.

The study confirms the hypothesis that how often students use their top strengths in daily life is strongly associated with all three dimensions of well-being. Pearson correlational analyses show a significant positive relationship between how often students use their strengths and their satisfaction with life (\( R = 0.58, p < .001 \); all \( p \) values two-tailed). There is also a significant negative relationship between how often they use their strengths and their scores on the stress (\( R = -0.48, p < .001 \)) and depression measures (\( R = -0.56, p < .001 \)). These results indicate that students who use their strengths on a regular basis report higher satisfaction with life and lower levels of stress and depression. Grade point average was not related to any of the three measures of well-being, nor was it related to how often students use their strengths. There was no significant gender difference in any of these correlations.

Of the twenty-four character strengths tested using the VIA Brief Strengths Test, most had no significant association with the three indicators of well-being, with six exceptions. As shown in Table 3, the strength with the highest positive correlation to well-being was zest, followed by hope, love, love of learning, good judgment, and perseverance.

The final notable result of this study is the high positive correlation between stress level and depression (\( R = 0.81, p < .001 \)), indicating that perceived stress
and depressive symptoms are closely related for the law student participants.

c. Discussion

This research confirms reports from previous studies that the law student population is in significant psychological distress. T-tests confirmed that the mean stress level among study participants (18.76) was significantly higher than the general population norm (13.02), and that the law students' mean life satisfaction score of 21.1 was significantly lower than the 24.3 average for doctoral students (p < .001). Most alarming, though, is that while recent studies estimate the depression rate for young adults is 11%, a majority (53%) of the law student respondents in our study met the threshold for a clinically significant level of depression. While previous studies have found that these high levels of distress stay constant, or even get worse, through the three years of
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our study found that third-year students fared better on all three measures of well-being. Still, they too experienced elevated levels of distress—a third of the third-year students scored above a sixteen on the CES-D, indicating symptoms of clinical depression. Taken in conjunction with similar results from previous studies on law student depression, these findings should give law schools a reason to take action on behalf of their students.

One potential aid to the reform process may be our finding that depression and stress are so highly correlated among law students. Stress is often considered an accepted and inevitable part of law school, yet law schools have tended to ignore the problems that typically result from it. Our findings suggest that avoiding the consequences of stress is impossible; whether or not there is a causal link, stress and depression are inextricably connected in law school. High stress levels interfere with students’ ability to process and store information and can lead to disengagement from tasks, increased aggression, lowered performance, loss of personal relationships, and substance abuse problems. Given the extremely elevated levels of alcohol and drug use among lawyers and its negative effect on the profession itself, it seems in the best interest of law schools to contribute to the reduction of student stress. While there are some short-term salves for student stress, including relaxation techniques and physical exercise, noticeable improvements in student well-being will require larger changes.

Given the large numbers of law students who suffer from depression, it is all the more remarkable that some students are able to maintain healthy levels of well-being throughout law school. With the strengths-based approach of positive psychology as our foundation, we hypothesized that the students who use their top strengths more often in daily life would be the ones to report higher levels of well-being. This was indeed the case: students who find ways to use their top strengths are less likely to suffer from depression and stress and more likely to report satisfaction with life. It should be noted that our study suggests only correlation, not causation; we do not know if a focus on personal strengths can
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actively improve well-being in law school, or if happier law students are simply inclined to use their strengths more often. However, taken in conjunction with previous research that shows a focus on strengths improves life satisfaction and lowers depression levels in the general population, we believe it is worth pursuing the theory that a strengths-based focus in law school may be able to buffer against psychological distress. Is there something specific about the law school experience that makes a focus on signature strengths particularly useful to combat the elevated risk of stress and depression? There may be.

One of the principal themes in the literature on law student distress is that students suffer from the loss of individual character. Some law students find themselves fighting a losing battle to maintain their personal code of ethics, their personal relationships, their creativity, their ideals, and their original career aspirations. In addition, the constant emphasis on linear thinking and logic can come at the expense of students’ emotional selves because, as one critic notes, law school requires “a continual attempt to suppress one’s emotions” and forces “the splitting and polarization of ‘intellect’ and ‘feeling.’” When this is combined with the singular focus on academic performance, “[l]aw school seems to communicate to students that it is how you do, rather than who you are, that really matters.” These observations are consistent with Elizabeth Mertz’s study of first-year contracts classes, discussed in Part III above, in which she found that the students were taught a “deceptive metapragmatic ideology” that results in “the unmooring of the self” and “a fluidity of voice and footing and position.”

For a law student faced with these threats to individual identity, the ability to maintain the active use of signature strengths could well serve as a powerful antidote. A student who uses his top strengths every day would feel not that law school is stripping him of who he is, but that it is bringing out the very best of what he has to offer. Perhaps not coincidentally, we found that two of the character strengths with the highest positive correlations to student well-being were hope and love. Deemed strengths of transcendence and humanity in the VIA classification, hope and love are directly tied to the emotional side of life that can become endangered in law school. It would make sense, then, that the students who find ways to channel these strengths into their everyday lives would
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be better prepared to combat the potentially damaging effect of law school on their emotional well-being.

The character strength our study found to be most highly correlated with law student well-being was zest, also described as vitality, or a “dynamic aspect of well-being marked by the subjective experience of energy and aliveness.”341 Zest can also be seen as a suitable foil for the potential loss of self, because student vitality is at risk in the law school classroom. Intense competition for grades can cause many students to become detached, docile, and helpless. One Harvard Law School student in writing about the experience of law school described fellow students as “demoralized, dispirited, and profoundly disengaged from the law school experience.”342 A Harvard Law Review editor commented on “the slow seepage of personal vibrancy which follows from single-minded devotion to legal studies.”343 If these are the battles law students are fighting, it would seem that the ability to call on the strength of zest and vitality in daily interactions would be a powerful tool in the fight. Not unrelated, studies have found that out of all twenty-four character strengths, zest is the one most strongly correlated with perceiving one’s life work as a calling, instead of merely a job.344 It certainly makes sense that the students who feel called to the field of law are the ones best able to push through the difficult circumstances and even thrive as they pursue their goal.

This analysis of law student distress and the possible buffers against it is one of many potential answers to the problem, and there are limitations to even the most concrete findings of our study. First, we examined students at only one law school, so further research is necessary to determine how generalizable these findings are. The fact that the students at the law school we studied have elevated depression and stress levels is consistent with previous findings at other law schools, but it is possible that the high levels of stress and depression were due, at least in part, to the time (late in the second semester) when the study was administered. Second, this study examined law students at only one point during their education, while it would potentially be more useful to track student well-being over the course of their three years. Third, though this study found that using strengths in daily life predicted student well-being, the mechanics of this relationship are still unknown. The answers we offer are mostly conjecture, and much more empirical research is needed on several fronts—most pressingly, on the specific causes of law student depression. Finally, our study was only correlational in nature and cannot prove a causal link between use of personal strengths and improved well-being in law school. Previous research, however,
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has been able to show causation by administering strengths interventions and empirically testing participants over time. A worthy goal for further research would be to conduct such a study in the law school setting.

CONCLUSION: SUGGESTIONS FOR LAW SCHOOL ACTION

We suggest that law schools take a closer look at the idea of incorporating student strengths into the law school experience. Strengths-based development has three basic stages: identification of the strength, integration of the strength into self-perception (naming it, consciously thinking about it), and capitalization on the strength through behavior. It would be a small task for law schools to have their incoming students take the VIA Inventory of Strengths when they first arrive, which would at least give students knowledge of their five signature strengths and the opportunity to focus further on them should they wish. A further step for law schools would be to have advisors checking in with students to encourage (and help find ways to execute) the regular use of at least one signature strength in their class work or extracurricular activities. Such “recrafting” of daily tasks to incorporate strengths has already started to gain traction in the business world, and law schools could learn from their example.

Ideally, law schools would eventually find ways to arrange their curriculum and academic advising process so that students could choose at least one elective class that plays to a signature strength. In Seligman’s work on lawyer distress, he mentions the importance of letting young lawyers do work that caters more specifically to their strengths. On the law school level, this recommendation has implications for career counseling in particular:

[S]ome students have talents for litigation, for example, while others lean in the direction of less confrontational forms of practice. Some have signature strengths of valour and originality, others of social intelligence and fairness. These strengths have a real world dimension: they could be factored into the career placement function at law schools in order to provide a better fit between a first job and the talents of graduating students.

This effort at the law school level might also go a long way in improving the
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state of lawyer discontent that continues to devastate the profession. The solution to the problem may well be less about law firms trying to make their lawyers happier and more about ensuring that the right people are entering the right law firms to begin with or, more generally, that students are steering themselves toward the right careers.\(^{349}\)

As a practical matter, how could a law school put these recommendations to work for its students? First, it may require a bit of institution building. A law school might create a Student Wellness Project as a joint venture between the law school’s dean of students, the university counseling center, and the law school’s career development office. A law school could then add a few days to the usual first-year orientation program. During this period these three offices could work together to administer the VIA strengths survey to every entering student and begin to counsel the new students on how to find ways to utilize their signature strengths in law school as well as in their personal lives. Later, the career development office could use the signature strengths analysis as a starting point in counseling law students about their future career options. Another strengths-related reform for law school administrators would be to design activities that are specifically aimed at increasing the zest and vitality of students. This is an area of study ripe with possibility—there are potentially numerous positive interventions that could enhance the personal strengths that risk depletion in the traditional law school environment.

Whatever the intervention, though, we believe it is less important which strengths students cultivate and more important that they maintain (or even increase) the use of their own signature strengths. If law school threaten students’ sense of self, the strengths-based approach of positive psychology aims to do just the opposite. Education scholar Edward Anderson put this point as succinctly as possible: “This is the message of the strengths-based approach to student success: Do not try to be someone else. Strive to be the person you really are—fully and completely. This is your best avenue to achieving excellence.”\(^{350}\) While the state of law student distress is alarming, there is hope for improvement if we look at the problem through the lens of prevention. A strengths-based approach may be one way for law schools to protect the personal well-being of their students against the stress of the law school experience.

As we have discussed above, positive psychology offers many additional insights beyond the importance of building on one’s signature strengths. Law schools should begin to experiment with programs that utilize all of this research to develop proactive programs to buffer students against law school stress. These

---


programs can use the concepts of positive psychology to create an environment where students not only survive, but also flourish, both personally and professionally, and lay the foundation for happy and successful legal careers.
### Table 1: Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWLS Category (score range)</th>
<th>Percentage of students (n = 140)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely Dissatisfied (5 – 9)</td>
<td>8.6% (n = 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied (10 – 14)</td>
<td>17.9% (n = 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly Dissatisfied (15 – 19)</td>
<td>14.3% (n = 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral (20)</td>
<td>5.0% (n = 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly Satisfied (21 – 25)</td>
<td>19.3% (n = 27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied (26 – 30)</td>
<td>21.4% (n = 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely Satisfied (31 – 35)</td>
<td>13.6% (n = 19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### TABLE 2: MEAN WELL-BEING SCORES BY CLASS YEAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year in Law School</th>
<th>Life Satisfaction</th>
<th>Stress</th>
<th>Depression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First (n = 89)</td>
<td>20.37 (n = 89; SD = 7.62)</td>
<td>20.01 (n = 82; SD = 7.34)</td>
<td>21.74 (n = 74; SD = 12.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second (n = 22)</td>
<td>21.00 (n = 22; SD = 9.35)</td>
<td>18.55 (n = 22; SD = 9.39)</td>
<td>18.63 (n = 19; SD = 15.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third (n = 29)</td>
<td>23.52* (n = 29; SD = 7.91)</td>
<td>15.25** (n = 28; SD = 7.88)</td>
<td>14.00*** (n = 24; SD = 10.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (n = 140)</td>
<td>21.12 (n = 140; SD = 8.01)</td>
<td>18.76 (n = 132; SD = 7.09)</td>
<td>19.65 (n = 117; SD = 11.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Increase in Life Satisfaction from first-year to third-year significant at 0.05 level
**Decrease in Stress from first-year to third-year significant at 0.01 level
***Decrease in Depression from first-year to third-year significant at the 0.01 level
### Table 3: Correlations Between Character Strengths and Measures of Student Well-Being*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character Strengths</th>
<th>Life Satisfaction (n = 118)</th>
<th>Stress (n = 132)</th>
<th>Depression (n = 117)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zest</td>
<td>.519</td>
<td>.453</td>
<td>-.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>.357</td>
<td>-.313</td>
<td>-.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>.447</td>
<td>.263</td>
<td>.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love of Learning</td>
<td>.285</td>
<td>.373</td>
<td>.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Judgment</td>
<td>.268</td>
<td>-.284</td>
<td>-.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance</td>
<td>.226</td>
<td>-.315</td>
<td>-.327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All correlations significant at the 0.01 level.
APPENDIX A. RECRUITMENT E-MAIL SCRIPT

Included in this email is a link to an online survey for a study on the well-being of students in law school. The study is being conducted by Elizabeth Peterson of the University of Pennsylvania, and it has been approved by the Institutional Review Board.

The survey is unaffiliated with George Washington University and completion of the survey is voluntary. Answering the survey questions typically takes 20 minutes and is strictly anonymous. All responses are treated as confidential, and in no case will responses from individual participants be identified. Rather, all data will be pooled and published in aggregate form only.

No deception is involved in the survey, and the study involves no more than minimal risk to participants (i.e., the level of risk encountered in daily life). Participants may withdraw from taking the survey at any time during the process.

You are not likely to receive any direct benefits from taking this survey, but your cooperation may help us learn how future generations of law students can increase their levels of happiness while in law school. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Elizabeth Peterson at epeterso@sas.upenn.edu.
APPENDIX B. ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE MEASURES

I. Preliminary Questions

What is your gender?

What year are you in law school?

What is your law school GPA?

II. Satisfaction with Life Scale

Below are five statements that you may agree or disagree with. Read each one and choose the statement that best describes how strongly you agree or disagree.

1. In most ways, my life is close to my ideal.

2. The conditions of my life are excellent.

3. I am completely satisfied with my life.

4. So far I have gotten the most important things I want in life.

5. If I could live my life over, I would change nothing.

Note. All items endorsed on the following scale:
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Slightly disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly agree
Agree
Strongly agree
III. Perceived Stress Scale

The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during the last month. In each case, please indicate with a check how often you felt or thought a certain way.

1. In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly?

2. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life?

3. In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and "stressed"?

4. In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle your personal problems?

5. In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way?

6. In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the things that you had to do?

7. In the last month, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life?

8. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things?

9. In the last month, how often have you been angered because of things that were outside of your control?

10. In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them?

Note. All items endorsed on the following scale:
Never
Almost never
Sometimes
Fairly often
Very often
IV. Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale

Below is a list of the ways you might have felt or behaved. Please tell me how often you have felt this way during the past week.

1. I was bothered by things that usually don’t bother me.

2. I did not feel like eating; my appetite was poor.

3. I felt that I could not shake off the blues even with help from my family or friends.

4. I felt I was just as good as other people.

5. I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing.

6. I felt depressed.

7. I felt that everything I did was an effort.

8. I felt hopeful about the future.

9. I thought my life had been a failure.

10. I felt fearful.

11. My sleep was restless.

12. I was happy.

13. I talked less than usual.


15. People were unfriendly.

16. I enjoyed life.

17. I had crying spells.
18. I felt sad.

19. I felt that people dislike me.

20. I could not get "going."

Note. All items endorsed on the following scale:
- Rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day)
- Some or little of the time (1-2 days)
- Occasionally or a moderate amount of time (3-4 days)
- Most or all of the time (5-7 days)

V. VIA Brief Strengths Test

Think about how you have acted in the actual situations described below during the past month (four weeks). The questions ask about behaviors that most people find desirable, but we want you to answer only in terms of what you actually did. If you did not encounter a described situation, please mark the "not applicable" option. Read each one and then click on the dropdown list next to the statement and select your response.

1. Think of actual situations in which you had the opportunity to do something that was novel or innovative. How frequently did you show CREATIVITY or INGENUITY in these situations?

2. Think of actual situations in which you had the opportunity to explore something new or to do something different. How frequently did you show CURIOSITY or INTEREST in these situations?

3. Think of actual situations in which you had a complex and important decision to make. How frequently did you show CRITICAL THINKING, OPEN MINDEDNESS, or GOOD JUDGMENT in these situations?

4. Think of actual situations in which you had the opportunity to learn more about some topic, in or out of school. How frequently did you show LOVE OF LEARNING in these situations?

5. Think of actual situations in which you had the opportunity to offer advice to another person who needed it. How frequently did you show PERSPECTIVE or WISDOM in these situations?
6. Think of actual situations in which you experienced fear or threat. How frequently did you show BRAVERY or COURAGE in these situations?

7. Think of actual situations in which you faced a difficult and time consuming task. How frequently did you show PERSEVERANCE, PERSISTENCE, DILIGENCE, or INDUSTRIOUSNESS in these situations?

8. Think of actual situations in which it was possible for you to present a false view of who you are or what had happened. How frequently did you show HONESTY or AUTHENTICITY in these situations?

9. Think of your everyday life. How frequently did you show ZEST or ENTHUSIASM when it was possible to do so?

10. Think of your everyday life. How frequently did you express your LOVE or ATTACHMENT to others (friends, family members) when it was possible to do so?

11. Think of your everyday life. How frequently did you show KINDNESS or GENEROSITY to others when it was possible to do so?

12. Think of actual situations in which the motives of other people needed to be understood and responded to. How frequently did you show SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE or SOCIAL SKILLS in these situations?

13. Think of actual situations in which you were a member of a group that needed your help and loyalty. How frequently did you show TEAMWORK in these situations?

14. Think of actual situations in which you had some power or influence over two or more other people. How frequently did you show FAIRNESS in these situations?

15. Think of actual situations in which you were a member of a group that needed direction. How frequently did you show LEADERSHIP in these situations?

16. Think of actual situations in which you had been hurt by someone else. How frequently did you show FORGIVENESS or MERCY in these situations?
17. Think of your everyday life. How frequently did you show MODESTY or HUMILITY when it was possible to do so?

18. Think of actual situations in which you were tempted to do something that you might later regret. How frequently did you show PRUDENCE, DISCRETION, or CAUTION in these situations?

19. Think of actual situations in which you experienced wishes, desires, impulses, or emotions that you wished to control. How frequently did you show SELF CONTROL or SELF REGULATION in these situations?

20. Think of your everyday life. How frequently did you show APPRECIATION OF BEAUTY AND EXCELLENCE or AWE when it was possible to do so?

21. Think of actual situations in which someone else helped or benefitted you. How frequently did you show GRATITUDE or THANKFULNESS?

22. Think of actual situations in which you experienced failure or a setback. How frequently did you show HOPE or OPTIMISM in these situations?

23. Think of your everyday life. How frequently did you show PLAYFULNESS or HUMOR when it was possible to do so?

24. Think of your everyday life. How frequently did you show RELIGIOUSNESS or SPIRITUALITY when it was possible to do so?

Note. All items endorsed on the following scale:
Not Applicable
Never/Rarely
Occasionally
Half the time
Usually
Always
VI. Using Signature Strengths in Daily Life

Think about what you consider to be your top strengths. How often do you use your top strengths in your everyday life?

Note. Question endorsed on the following scale:

Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Half the time
Usually
Almost always
Always
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